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Mining has also played a role in the park's history. The 

Oyler mine in Capital Wash is the oldest uranium prospect in 

the Capitol Reef area. The deposit, first claimed in 19.01, was 

finally permanently closed in .1955 when all mining operations 

within the park were eliminated. The Oyler mine has been nominated 

to the National Register of Historic Places. 

Historic evidence of the Oyler mine, of Fruita and of the 

several ranching operations that once utilized park lands remain. 

The majority of the prehistoric sites recorded in Capitol Reef 

National Park are associated with Pueblo period Fremont occupation 

and date approximately A.D. 700-1275. The non-Fremont sites are 

probably related to the poorly known Shoshonian (Ute, Paiute) or 

Navajo occupation of the area or reflect use by Archaic period 

hunters and gatherers. Many of the sites, such as chipping and 

quarry areas, simply lack diagnostic remains and their identifi

cation is impossible. 

However, the studies carried out in the vicinity of Capitol 

Reef National Park suggest that the. harsh environs, particularly the 

desert areas, precluded more than temporary occupation by either 

marginal agriculturalists, such as the Fremont groups who augmented 

their diet with seasonally available game and wild plants, or true 

gatherers solely dependent upon scarce, seasonally available natural 

resources. The area was probably occupied on a seasonal basis as 

well as by travelers passing around Waterpocket Fold. 
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History of Archelogical Research 

The earliest record of professional archeologists in Capitol 

Reef is Charles Kelly's (1945a :31 mention of "four French 

archeologists," who were in the area during the late 1890's. What 

are believed to be their names and 1893 are scratched on the cliff 

at Fruita near site 42WN7 (Mulroy and Kowta 1964:3). 

By the 1920's the large and distinctive pictographs and petro-

glyphs of the Fremont Gorge and nearby drainages were sufficiently 

well-known to be included in Julian Steward's (1929) study of the 

rock art of California and adjacent areas. 

Noel Morss (1931) spent 1928 and 1929 specifically investi

gating sites in the Capitol Reef area and in 1931 designated the 

Fremont Culture based on the distinctive quality of the remains 

there. He recorded numerous sites, but his locational descriptions 

are so inadequate that correlation with sites noted by subsequent 

investigators is nearly impossible. Morss located six sites along 

Oak Creek, 10 along the Pleasant Creek drainage and six sites plus 

a group of "miscellaneous sites" and an indeterminate number of 

"Moki Houses," which he presumed were used for storage, in the 

Torrey-Fruita area of the Fremont River. 

Materials from these sites seemed "different" to Morss, and he 

used them to hypothesize a distinct, but related Pueblo period cul

ture group in the Fremont area. He described this culture as 

. . .characterized by cave sites with a slab cist archi
tecture similar to that of the Basketmaker and Pueblo I 
periods; by a distinctive unpainted hlack or gray pottery; 
by the exclusive use of a unique type of moccasin; by a 
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cult of unbaked clay figurines obviously related to, but 
more elaborate than Basket-maker III figurines; by 
abundant pictographs of distinctive types; and by a 
number of minor features which tended to identify it as 
a Southwestern culture on approximately a Basket-maker 
III level, but which showed consistently a degree of 
divergence from corresponding features of orthodox 
cultures. The presence of small amounts of black-on-
white and corrugated pottery, with other evidence, 
showed that this complex was contemporary with Pueblo II 
in other regions (Morss J.93J. :iv). 

Even at this early date Morss believed the Fremont people, while 

agriculturally based, had greater dependence on hunting than their 

Pueblo period neighbors to the south CMorss 1931:76). 

In the early 1950's James Gunnerson, as part of the University 

of Utah's Statewide Archeological Survey program, devoted several 

years to study of the Fremont Culture area, including Capitol Reef. 

In 1957 he described sites now in the Maze District, Canyonlands 

National Park; the northeastern sections of Glen Canyon National 

Recreation Area; Capitol Reef National Park and areas in between. 

These data enabled him to develop a series of generalization con

cerning the Fremont Culture. 

Lister (1959a, 1959b; Suhm 1959), as part of the University of 

Utah and the Museum of Northern Arizona's major archeological 

program in Glen Canyon, surveyed the vicinity of Waterpocket Fold 

in 1958 before it was incorporated into the park. He discovered 53 

sites and demonstrated that the east face of Waterpocket Fold, 

drained by Sandy and Hall creeks, served as a natural north-south 

corridor during Pueblo II-III times. 

The area of Capitol Reef National Monument was partially 

surveyed by Mulroy and Kowta in 1963 (Kowta 1963; Mulroy and Kowta 
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1964). Their survey work was carried out for the purposes of 

assessing the prehistoric resources of the park and broadening the 

area's interpretive program. A secondary goal was to reexamine the 

concept of the Fremont Culture, based on those sites at its heart

land (Kowta 1963:1).. Fifty-four sites, 46 of which were not pre

viously recorded by the Utah Statewide Archeological Survey, were 

located. All but eight were actually within Capitol Reef National 

Monument. 

During the 1960's Gunnerson again studied the Fremont Culture, 

adding the sites recorded in Capitol Reef, Canyonlands and Glen 

Canyon during the Peabody Museum's Claflin-Emerson Expedition of 

1927-31 to those described in his 1957 work. Although somewhat 

out-of-date, his subsequent report (1969) provides one of the more 

thorough discussions of the Fremont Culture available. He discusses 

Peabody Museum sites FL 11-1; FL 11-2; FL 12-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7; 

FL 15-3; FL 15-4; FL 16-2 and FL 16-4 in Capitol Reef National Park 

(Fig. 4). But he does not correlate these sites; located along the 

Fremont River, Temple (Pleasant) Creek and Tantalus Creek; with 

their subsequent designations or give locational information 

sufficient for detailed mapping purposes. 

Most recently, preconstruction survey work in Capitol Reef by 

Kay (1973) concentrated on the road paralleling Waterpocket Fold 

from Utah Highway 24 to Bullfrog Basin, Glen Canyon National Recre

ation Area. This yielded 16 sites, mainly chipping areas, within 

Capitol Reef National Park. 
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Although it is obvious that numerous investigators have worked 

in the park and its environs, much of the area remains poorly 

known. At least 85 sites have been recorded from within Capitol 

Reef, and park personnel are aware of others. Many more sites will 

be located through systematic coverage of the entire area, including 

the traditionally unaccessible reaches. Major areas; such as the 

South Desert, Waterpocket Fold north of the Fremont River, Cathedral 

Valley and the entire west face of Waterpocket Fold; are almost 

entirely unknown. Most investigators simply duplicated their 

predecessors' coverage. 

Archeological Remains 

The archeological remains discussed below are from Capitol 

Reef National Park and the immediate vicinity. They were recorded 

during the five major archeological investigations of the area. 

However, as is obvious from looking at the base map of the park, 

the areas surveyed and best known are those that are most accessible 

and those where the most obvious evidence of aboriginal habitation 

is located. These are the very areas where agriculture was possible 

and travel across Waterpocket Fold easiest. In fact, the Fremont 

River, Oak Creek and Pleasant Creek are the only permanent streams 

in the Capitol Reef area, and sites located here do suggest a 

limited degree of permanency. Historic period occupation, too, 

clusters in these areas—typified by the Notom, Sandy Creek and 

Pleasant Creek ranches and the town of Fruita. 
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The most thorough archeological survey of the Capitol Reef 

National Monument area was done by Mulroy and Kowta (Kowta 2963; 

Mulroy and Kowta 2964). While their work did not entail systematic 

coverage of the entire monument, Mulroy and Kowta added 58 sites to 

the Capitol Reef inventory. Their ". . .survey party systematically 

and thoroughly covered the areas suitable for human occupation 

along or near. . .water sources. The investigation of other 

ecological zones, particularly the higher mesas, was attempted, but 

this phase of the survey was by no means complete" (Kowta 1963:2-3). 

Based on their work, as well as on that of other investigators, 

it is highly likely that the major sites within the park along the 

Fremont River, Pleasant Creek and Oak Creek drainages are known. 

Mulroy and Kowta devised a descriptive classification scheme 

for organizing their sites, which has been used in subsequent por

tions of this report. Their site designations describe, in a 

general way, the overall activities presumed to have occurred as 

well as the general topographic location of the site (Kowta 1963:4). 

These types are: open habitation areas (Fig. 32), rockshelter habi

tation areas (Figs. 33, 35 bottom), chipping areas, pictograph/petro-

glyph panels (Fig. 34), quarry areas (Fig. 35 top) and hand-and-toe 

holds. Analysis of site types and material remains suggested to 

Mulroy and Kowta (Kowta 2.963:7-9) that the Capitol Reef area was 

utilized on a seasonal basis by small groups of agriculturalists, 

occupying the drainages, who continued to rely heavily on hunting 

and gathering of wild fruits and grasses. They believe that their 

work in no way contradicts the characterization of the Fremont 
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Figure 32. Fly Swarm site, 42GA650. top, view across transient 
campsite, Waterpocket Fold in distant right; bottom, metate and 
chipped stone material. 
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Figure 33, Shelter habitation, 42WN175. top, evidence .of 
vandalism; bottom, slab-lined cist. 



Figure 34. Pictograph panel 42WN191 in Capitol Wash. top, 1973 
photograph showing evidence of vandalism; bottom, detail of horned 
anthropomorphs. 

146 
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Figure 35. Notom Quarry, 42WN417 and Gnat Shelter, 42GA651. top, 
view across quarry site; bottom, shelter habitation site along 
Waterpocket Fold. 
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Culture developed by other workers (.Jennings 1956; Wormington 1955) 

after Morss' initial description. Kowta (1963:7-8) enumerates 

eleven traits noted during the work in Capitol Reef National Monu

ment that Wormington (1955:172) lists as characteristic for the 

Fremont. By far the majority of the rock art described typifies 

what is now recognized as the Southern San Rafael Fremont style 

(Schaafsma 1971:41-55). 

SITE DISTRIBUTIONS 

Fremont River Drainage 

The Fremont River sites are those upon which Morss (1931) based 

his original description of the Fremont Culture. Unfortunately, 

because his locational designations are either lacking altogether or 

very inadequate it is nearly impossible to correlate the sites 

described by him with those investigated by subsequent workers 

(Gunnerson 1957, 1969; Lister 1959a; Mulroy and Kowta 1964). For 

example, Morss lumped the spectacular rock art panels that line the 

left bank of the Fremont River near Fruita together under the rubric 

"miscellaneous sites." The most thorough coverage and recording of 

sites along the Fremont River was by Mulroy and Kowta (1964) who 

gave site designations to the many Fremont style rock art panels. 

Twenty-nine sites are recorded from along the Fremont River and 

its tributary, Sulphur Creek, within Capitol Reef National Park 

(Table 3)_. For much of this length, the river flows through a wide 

and fertile valley sufficient for agriculture activities to be 

possible, and the archeological evidence suggests cultivation was 



Table 3. Archeological Sites Recorded in Capitol Reef National Park 

Site Inyestigator Site Type1 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

FREMONT RIVER AND SULPHUR CREEK DRAINAGE 

42WN6 

42WN7 

42WN102 

42WN11?2 

42WN12?2 

42WN13?2 

42WN14?2 

42WN15?2 

42WN16?2 

Gunnerson 1957, Mulroy and 
Kowta J-964 

Gunnerson 1957, Mulroy and 
Kowta 1964 

Gunnerson 1957 

Gunnerson 1957 

Gunnerson (site not discussed 
in his 1957 report) 

Gunnerson (site not discussed 
in his 1957 reportl 

Gunnerson 1957 

Gunnerson 1957 

Gunnerson 1957 

shelter habitation, pictographs, 
petroglyphs (agricultural potential 
at site) 

shelter habitation, storage 

open habitation (agricultural 
potential at site) 

shelter habitation 

open habitation 

open habitation 

open habitation 

open habitation 
(agricultural potential below site) 

open habitation 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

? 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 
ID 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Capitol Reef National Park, cont. 

Site Investigator Site Type 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42WN148 Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

42WN149 Mulroy and Kowta .1964 

42WN150 Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

42WN151 Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

42WN152 Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

42WN153 Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

42WN154 Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

42WN155 Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

open habitation 

horse and buffalo petroglyphs 

open habitation, petroglyphs 

open habitation 

open habitation, petroglyphs 

open habitation 

open habitation 

open habitation, petroglyphs 

Fremont 42WN17?2 Gunnerson 1957, 1969 CSite open habitation 
FL 11-2); Morss 1931 (Site 12) 

42WN182 Gunnerson 1957, Morss 1931 open habitation (.agricultural 
(Site 10) potential at site). 

42WN146 Mulroy and Kowta 1.964 storage site 
(not located on base map; on Fremont River 
near east boundary of park) 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Ute, Navajo or 
Paiute 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

o 

? 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Capitol Reef National Park, cont. 

Site Investigator Site Type 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42WN156 Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

42WN157 Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

42WN158 Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

42WN159 Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

42WN160 Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

42WN161 Mulroy and Kowta .1964 

42WN162 Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

42WN175 Morss 1931 (one of his 
"miscellaneous sites") 
Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

42WN176 Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

42WN180 Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

42WN184 Morss 1931, Mulroy and 
Kowta 1964 

42WN185 Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

shelter habitation, petroglyphs 

open habitation 

shelter habitation 

storage site 

open habitation, petroglyphs 

shelter habitation 

chipping area 

shelter habitation, pictographs 

chipping area 

isolated artifact 

petroglyphs 

petroglyphs 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

? 

Fremont 

? 

? 

Fremont 

Fremont 
H 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Capitol Reef National Park, cont. 

Site Investigator Site Type1 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42WN186 

42WN187 

42WN188 

42WN189 

42WN190 

42WN192 

42WN193 

42WN415 

Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

Morss 1931 (Site 331 
Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

Mulroy and Kowta .1964 

Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

Kay .1973 

petroglyphs 

petroglyphs 

open habitation, petroglyphs 

petroglyphs 

petroglyphs 

storage site (cists), "U.M.S.:1Q" 
on wall 

hand and toe holds 

(site is along road heading south from Fruita) 

3 
chipping area (unknown) 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

? 

? 

42WN8 

42WN9 

PLEASANT AND TANTALUS CREEK DRAINAGE 

Gunnerson 1957, Lister 1959a, open habitation, petroglyphs 
Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

Gunnerson 1957, Mulroy and 
Kowta 1964 

open habitation 

Fremont 

Fremont H 
en 
to 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Capitol Reef National Park, cont. 

Site Investigator Site Type1 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42WN19?2 Gunnerson 1957 

42WN20?2 Gunnerson 1957 

42WN402 Gunnerson 1957 

42WN103 Lister 1959a, Mulroy and 
Kowta 1964 

42WN104 Lister 1959a, Mulroy and 
Kowta 1964 

42WN105 Lister 1959a, Mulroy and 
Kowta 1964 

42WN163 Gunnerson 1969 (Site FL 26-4), 
Morss 1931 (Site 21, Mulroy 
and Kowta 1964 

42WN1642 Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

42WN1652 Mulroy and Kowta 1965 

42WN166 Mulroy and Kowta 1965 

42WN167 Mulroy and Kowta 1965 

shelter habitation, cists 

open habitation 

open habitation (agricultural 
potential at site) 

open habitation, petroglyphs 

chipping area 

shelter habitation, petroglyphs 

storage site 

chipping area 

chipping area 

open habitation/chipping area 

open habitation/chipping area 

? 

? 

? 

Fremont 

? 

? 

Fremont 

? 

? 

Fremont 

Fremont 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Capitol Reef National Park, cont. 

Site Investigator Site Type1 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42WN168 

42WN169 

42WN17Q 

42WN171 

42WN172 

42WN173 

42WN174 

42WN177 

42WN178 

42WN179 

42WN181 

42WN182 

Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

Gunnerson 1969 CSite FL 16-1), 
Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

chipping area 

chipping area 

open habitation 

open habitation 

chipping area 

open habitation 

open habitation 

open habitation 

shelter habitation, pictographs, 
petroglyphs 

open habitation/chipping area 

shelter habitation, petroglyphs 

? 

? 

Fremont 

? 

? 

Fremont 

? 

Paiute 

Fremont 

? 

Gunnerson 1969 CSite FL 16-2), petroglyphs/pictographs 
Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

Fremont 

Fremont 

U1 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Capitol Reef National Park, cont. 

Site Investigator Site Type 
Prohable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42WN1832 Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

42WN191 Gunnerson 1969 tSite FL 15-1), 
Mulroy and Kowta 1964 

42WN4162 Kay 1973 

42WN4172 Kay 1973 

42GA19?2 Gunnerson 1957 

42GA20?2 Gunnerson 1957 

42GA44?2 Gunnerson 1957 

42GA45?2 Gunnerson 1957 

42GA4442 Lister 1959a 

42GA4662 Lister 1959a, Morss 1931 
(Site 7). 

42GA4672 Lister 1959a 

42GA4682 Lister 1959a 

quarry site 

petroglyphs 

quarry site/primary lithic 
reduction station3 

quarry site/primary lithic 
reduction station3 

open habitation 

open habitation 

open habitation 

storage site 

open habitation 

shelter habitation 

shelter habitation 

open habitation 

? 

Fremont 

? 

? 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

? 

Fremont 

Fremont 

? Ln 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Capitol Reef National Park, cont. 

Site Inyestigator Site Type1 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42GA469^ Lister 1959a 

42GA47Q2 Lister 2959a, Morss 1931 
(.Site 5, Image Cave) 

42GA4712 Lister 1959a, Morss 1921 
CSite 41 

open habitation 

shelter habitation 

shelter habitation 

Fremont 

Fremont 

? 

42WN101 

42WN1Q2 

42GA222 

42GA232 

42GA242 

42GA252 

42GA262 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 

Gunnerson 1957 

Gunnerson 1957 

Gunnerson 1957 

Gunnerson 1957 

Gunnerson 1957 

SANDY AND OAK CREEK DRAINAGE 

open habitation 

pictographs and petroglyphs 

open habitation 

open habitation Cagricultural 
potential at site) 

open habitation 

open habitation 

large diffuse open habitation 

? 

? 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

Fremont 

? 
(42GA46 is a small Fremont habitation at the northeast end of 42GA26) 

01 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Capitol Reef National Park, cont. 

Site Investigator Site Type 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42GA27 

42GA282 

42GA292 

42GA302 

42GA312 

42GA462 

Gunnerson 1957 

Gunnerson 1957 

Gunnerson 1957 

Gunnerson 1957 

Gunnerson 1957 

Gunnerson (site not discussed 
in his 1957 report) 

large diffuse open habitation 

open habitation (agricultural 
potential at site) 

open habitation (agricultural 
potential at sitel 

open habitation (agricultural 
potential at site) 

open habitation 

open habitation 

? 

Fremont 

? 

Fremont 

? 

Fremont 

? 

? 

? 

? 

Fremont Ln 

(this site is located at the northeast end of 42GA261 

42GA92?2 

42GA4452 

42GA4462 

42GA447 

42GA448 

Lister 1959a, Shum 1959 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a, Morss 1931 
(Site 27) 

open habitation 

chipping area 

storage site (on both sides of 
drainage) 

open habitation 

shelter habitation, pictographs 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Capitol Reef National Park, cont. 

Site Investigator Site Type1 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42GA449 Lister 1959a 

42GA450 Lister 1959a, Morss 1931 
(Site 25A) 

42GA451 Lister 1959a 

31GA452 Lister 1959a 

42GA453 Lister 1959a, Kay 1973 

42GA454 Lister 1959a, Kay 1973 

42GA455 Lister 1959a 

42GA652 Kay 1973 

42GA653 Kay 1973 

42GA654 Kay 1973 

42GA6552 Kay 1973 

42GA6562 Kay 1973 

open habitation 

storage site 

chipping area 

open habitation (on both sides of 
drainage) 

3 
open habitation (transient camp) 

3 
open habitation (transient camp) 

chipping area 

3 
chipping area (transient camp) 

chipping area (unknown) 

3 
chipping area (unknown) 

3 
chipping area (transient camp) 

3 
chipping area (unknown) 

? 

Fremont 

? 

? 

? 

Fremont 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

m 
oo 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Capitol Reef National Park, cont. 

Site Investigator Site Type 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42GA6572 

42GA6582 

Kay 1973 

Kay 1973 

chipping area (primary lithic 
reduction station!3 (on both sides 
of drainage) 

chipping area (transient camp) 

42GA96 

42GA320 

42GA456 

42GA457 

42GA458 

42GA459 

42GA460 

42GA461 

WATERPOCKET FOLD AND HALL CREEK DRAINAGE 

Kay 1973, Lister 1959a 
Shum 1959 

Lister 1959a, Shum 1959 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1595a 

chipping area 

chipping area 

shelter habitation 

shelter habitation 

storage site 

shelter habitation 

storage site 

open habitation (on both sides of 
drainage) 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 42GA462 Lister 1959a chipping area 

? 

? 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Capitol Reef National Park, Cont. 

Site Investigator Site Type 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42GA463 

42GA464 

42GA465 

42GA645 

42GA646 

42GA647 

42GA648 

42GA649 

42GA650 
(Fly Swarm) 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 

Kay 1973 

Kay 1973 

Kay 1973 

Kay 1973 

Kay 1973 

Kay 1973 

42GA651 

42GA6622 

42GA6632 

Kay 1973 

Kay 1973 

chipping area 

shelter habitation 

open habitation 

chipping area (primary lithic 
reduction station)3 

chipping area 

open habitation (transient camp) 

open habitation (transient camp). 

3 
open habitation (transient camp) 

3 
open habitation (transient camp) 

3 
shelter habitation (rockshelter)J 

3 
open habitation (transient camp) 

chipping area (secondary 
manufacturing area) 

? 

? 

? 

7 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

7 

7 

7 M 
cr> 
o 

Kay 1973 
(Gnat Shelter) 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Capitol Reef National Park, Cont. 

Site Investigator Site Type 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

shelter habitation 

shelter habitation 

open habitation 

open habitation 

open habitation 

open habitation 

shelter habitation 

open habitation 

open habitation 

open habitation 

open habitation 

Pueblo 

Pueblo 

? 

Pueblo 

Pueblo 

Pueblo 

Pueblo 

? 

Pueblo 

Pueblo 

? 

1 Site type based on Mulroy and Kowta's 1964 descriptive classification system. 
2 Site located just outside park boundary. 
3 Kay's 1973 designation. 
? Site location approximate; field check necessary. 

en 
H 

42KA6062 

42KA6072 

42KA6082 

42KA6092 

42KA6102 

42KA6112 

42KA6132 

42KA6142 

42KA6152 

42KA6162 

42KA6172 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 

Lister 1959a 
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practiced. Mulroy and Kowta noted "Indian ditches," such as that 

reported by Morss (19311 in the Pleasant Creek drainage, from the 

area near Torrey just west of the park. The straight cliffs of the 

Wingate sandstone and overlying Kayenta Formation, which bound the 

canyon, display numerous massive panels of the distinctive Fremont 

style rock art. 

Pleasant and Tantalus Creeks 

From the west side of Waterpocket Fold just outside the park, 

Gunnerson (1957:93-971 reports a series of sites along Pleasant 

Creek and its tributary, Tantalus Creek, which together serve as a 

major corridor through Waterpocket Fold. The locations of these 

sites are approximated on the base map from Gunnerson's descriptions 

and the original site forms. The area had not been surveyed by the 

United States Geological Survey when Gunnerson carried out his study, 

and topographic maps were unavailable. Without field checking, 

precise site locations cannot be determined. 

Inside the park, 21 sites are recorded along the Pleasant Creek 

drainage (Gunnerson 1957; Lister 1959a; Mulroy and Kowta 1964). The 

many habitation sites suggest that agricultural, perhaps horticul

tural, activities were carried out on the flat terraces lining the 

perennial stream. Morss' (1931) "Indian ditch" was reported from 

this area, along with six sites that cannot be plotted on the base 

map without field checking. 
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Sandy and Oak Creek Drainage 

The various stream terraces around the Sandy Ranch, where 

perennial Oak Creek emerges from Waterpocket Fold, were suitable 

for both aboriginal habitation and agricultural activities. Morss 

lists several sites from the drainage, and Gunnerson (1957:90-93) 

reports three types of archeological remains from the area: (1) 

small Fremont villages located on a ridge paralleling the right bank 

of the stream, (2) a non-Fremont ceramic site and (3) many small 

non-ceramic campsites where vegetal food processing may have taken 

place (Table 3). 

Waterpocket Fold and Hall Creek 

Waterpocket Fold is a massive hogback or monocline formed by 

sharply upturned Jurassic-age sandstone formations (primarily the 

Navajo). It is drained on the east by Hall and Sandy creeks and on 

the west by tributaries of the Escalante River. 

In 2958 personnel from the University of Utah surveyed the 

eastern side of Waterpocket Fold and Hall Creek (Lister 2959a, 

1959b; Suhm 19591, which drains south into Lake Powell at Bullfrog 

Bay. This area was selected for intensive survey to test the hypo

thesis that it served as a prehistoric corridor and, as such, was 

expected to yield evidence of overlap between the Fremont and Ana-

sazi Pueblo period groups (Lister 1959a:287-288). Fifty-three 

archeological sites were located during this work: sixteen sites 

were near the mouth of Hall Creek in the area now under water 

(Lister 1959a:292) and 32 sites were found in what is now Capitol 
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Reef National Park and the immediate vicinity (Table 31. Most of 

these remains represent temporary habitation sites or quarry/chip

ping areas. Only the habitation sites along Sandy and Pleasant 

creeks, where agricultural activities were possible, indicated 

other than temporary occupation. Lister (1959b:44) suggests two 

reasons for the high frequency of these particular site types: (1) 

there is an abundancy of chalcedony available in the form of water-

worn cobbles on the terraces that lie between Hall Creek and 

Waterpocket Fold and (2) the area served as a natural north-south 

corridor from the Colorado River to the Fremont River drainage. As 

such, it is expected that many unknown sites are located in the 

area. The numerous waterpockets; the springs, pools, tanks, inter

mittent streams, etc.; located along the eastern side of the fold, 

insured that travelers were adequately supplied with water. 

As a test for contact between the Fremont and Anasazi cultural 

groups, Lister (1959a) compared the frequency distributions of 

Anasazi and Fremont pottery types from the sites he had discovered. 

He was able to demonstrate overlap between the two groups and show 

that the frequencies of Anasazi pottery types diminished northward 

while the occurrence of Fremont wares diminished to the south. This 

pottery distribution was interpreted as illustrating contact between 

the Fremont and Anasazi peoples from the region south of the Colorado 

River. 

Kay (19731 also concentrated on the east slope of Waterpocket 

Fold, specifically the newly proposed right-of-way for the Notom to 

Bullfrog Basin road. He recorded a total of 19 sites, mainly 
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transient camps and chipping areas, all of which defied cultural 

classification (Table 3). However, Kay (1973:28-73) utilized the 

materials from the numerous lithic sites to refine Sharrock's 

(1966:64-661 eight functional designations for southeastern Utah 

sites. Sharrock's scheme is thoroughly discussed in this report 

under the Needles District, Canyonlands National Park where the 

system was developed. 

Kay's detailed study was an attempt to more adequately under

stand the types of activities carried out at what are considered to 

be non-diagnostic sites. Of relevance to the remains in Capitol 

Reef, Sharrock's category of Chipping Sites was subdivided into 

(1) Quarry/Primary Lithic Reduction Station, (2) Primary Lithic 

Reduction Station and C3) Secondary Manufacturing Station. Dis

tinctions are in terms of lithic manufacturing debris (the waste 

material), availability of lithic raw material and a model of 

chipped stone manufacturing and use, which serves as a guide to 

understanding the types of chipped stone remains found. 

ROCK ART 

The rock art from the Capitol Reef area falls into Schaafsma's 

(1971:41-59) category of Southern San Rafael Fremont (Fig. 36). The 

major characteristic of the petroglyph panels in this zone is the 

large-scale, distinctive Fremont anthropormorphic figure with its 

complex headgear, facial decoration, necklaces and earrings or 

hairbobs. A shield figure also occurs, typified by the All American 

Man C42SA1614) in the Salt Creek Archeological District, Canyonlands 
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Figure 36. Fremont culture area east of the Wasatch Mountains showing rock 
art style zones and site locations (Schaafsma 1971) . 
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National Park (Fig- -111, the shields at 42GR605 in Arches National 

Park and the spectacular shield figures at the mouth of White 

Canyon, Glen Canyon National Recreation Area. There are many 

smaller pecked elements; generally consisting of various quadrupeds, 

including numerous mountain sheep and abstract designs; that occur 

in conjunction with the large figures. However, these are not as 

common in the Southern San Rafael as in other Fremont styles. 

Of major importance are the striking panels located along the 

Fremont River near Fruita CSchaafsma 1971:41). The rock art in 

this area was first illustrated and briefly described by Steward 

C1929) . Morss (193.1:34-421, in his report on the Fremont Culture, 

provides an excellent discussion and illustrates the major panels 

throughout the entire region. An early monument superintendent, 

Charles Kelly, writing in 1945, provides the clearest description 

of the Fruita art. In this area, the large anthropomorphs dominate 

nearly every panel. Most are carved with precision and have 

elaborately horned or "single feather" headdresses, single line 

arms and legs and splayed fingers (Figs. 37, 381. There is also a 

once-spectacular, although now badly defaced, panel (42WN191) in 

Capitol Wash (Fig. 34). 

Mulroy and Kowta (1964:13-16) present the best site-specific 

discussion of the rock art in Capitol Reef National Park. They 

indicate that, while both pictographs and petroglyphs exist, picto

graphs are found only at 42WN175 and 42WN178. However, earlier 

descriptions (Gunnerson 1957; Kelly 1945b; Lister 1959a; Morss 

1931) and indications that some of the seemingly incomplete 
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Figure 37. Southern San Rafael Fremont style art motifs in 
Capitol Reef National Park 
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NO SCALE 

Figure 38. Southern San Rafael Fremont style art motifs in Capitol 
Reef National Park. 
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petroglyphs were at one time supplimented by paint suggest that paint 

may have once been present at many more of the sites. The panels 

in the park occur mainly on the bases of sheer sandstone cliffs 

and, occasionally, on nearby boulders. Many locations are not 

directly associated with habitation areas, although most of them 

are reasonably close to habitation sites. 

While the most outstanding figures in the park are the large 

anthropomorphs, small human stick and Kokopelli (hump-backed flute 

player) figures (Fig. 37) and mountain sheep or antelope, deer, 

animal footprints, canines, possible bears and bison are frequent 

and occasionally several feet in height. At 42WN149 there are a 

series of horses with riders. These are, obviously, not Fremont in 

origin; they are probably Ute or Navajo. 

The significance and purpose of Fremont rock art are unclear. 

Schaafsma (1971:147) indicates that, while Fremont art seems to 

have developed about the same time as horticultural/agricultural 

activities in Utah, it does not appear to be directly related. She 

draws more similarities with hunter and gatherer rock art practices, 

and suggests that the large anthropomorphs, at least, may have been 

a manifestation of a religious development shared throughout the 

Fremont area. These large figures are in all likelihood related to 

the distinctive Fremont clay figurines, such as those excavated 

from Image Cave (42GA47Q) hy Morss (1931:5-6) and the Cowboy Caves 

by the University of Utah (Jennings 1.975), and may well have developed 

out of the Barrier Canyon rock art style, which predominates in 

Horseshoe (Barrier) Canyon, Canyonlands National Park (Schaafsma 
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1971:130-131). One panel in the Salt Creek drainage of Canyonlands 

National Park, 42SA1629, has many specific resemblances to Fremont 

figurines (Schaafsma 1971:52). 

Most recently, Wellman 01965:4-13} and Mayer 01976:14-20) 

suggest that an unrecorded petroglyph panel along Pleasant Creek 

depicts aspects of the A.D. 1054 Crab Nebula supernova, which 

occurred during Fremont occupation. 

Discussions and Recommendations 

NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES 

No archeological sites within Capitol Reef National Park are 

listed on the National Register of Historic Places. However, none 

of the known rock art panels or habitation sites have been evaluated 

by a professional archeologist with this goal in mind. The habita

tion sites and Fremont rock art near Fruita, along Capitol Wash and 

on Pleasant Creek might well be worthy of National Register status. 

They are the type sites for the Southern San Rafael Fremont art 

style (Schaafsma 1971) and definition of the Fremont Culture CMorss 

1931). 

Several Historic period sites are of National Register quality. 

The Fruita schoolhouse was listed on the Register in 1972; and the 

Gifford barn and the Fruita smoke house, various lime kilns and the 

Oyler Mine in Capitol Wash probably merit National Register status. 

In fact, the Fruita district would make an excellent multi-resource 

district nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. 

Actions undertaken that may in any way affect these sites must 
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receive appropriate consideration under Section 106 of the J.966 

National Historic Preservation Act. 

VANDALISM 

Unfortunately, few areas in this country are free from vandals, 

and many of the more obvious archeological sites within Capitol Reef 

evidence destructive activities (Figs. 33, 341. Comparisons of 

photographs taken through the years suggests that much of the once-

spectacular rock art has been badly treated. In 1945 Kelly (1945b:2) 

indicates that "since 1880, when the region was first occupied by 

white settlers, many of these examples of art. . .have been destroyed 

or damaged by weather and vandalism." Names, other graffiti and 

bullet holes have had obvious impact. Mulroy and Kowta's (1964:IS

IS) indication that only two sites now have paint in addition to 

pecked designs suggests that vandals may have drastically altered 

the very nature of the historic record. Many sites, such as 42WN175 

on the Fremont River just above the town of Fruita (Fig. 33), show 

unmistakable evidence of illicit digging. The National Park Service 

has even been responsible for unthinking site destruction. On the 

site form for 42WN16Q, an open habitation/ petroglyph area, Mulroy 

and Kowta indicate that "a National Park Service trail cuts through 

the site." Many other site forms filled out by numerous investi

gators contain comments concerning observed vandalism. 

Hopefully, much illegal activity has been curtailed since the 

area has become a National Park. Recently, the general public has 

become increasingly aware of its cultural heritage, which may bring 
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a decrease in overt vandalism. Education concerning the dangers of 

unintentional vandalism, such as sitting on prehistoric walls and 

touching rock art, may be the key to discouraging this type of 

inadvertent, but still noxious, activity. Educational programs 

geared toward preservation of the park's cultural resources can be 

carried out at campfire sessions, during informal presentations by 

park personnel or in more formal visitor center displays. 

ARCHE0LOGIC7AL NEEDS 

Despite the many archeological studies that have been carried 

out in the Capitol Reef area, Kay (1971) is the only investigator 

who provides concrete, site-specific recommendations concerning the 

sites located during his work. He indicates (1971:42-431 that, 

prior to road development in the area he surveyed, the Fly Swarm 

site (42GA650) and Gnat Shelter (42GA561) require additional research 

and documentation. He recommends intensive, systematic surface col

lection for the Fly Swarm site (Fig. 32) and test excavations of the 

midden at Gnat Shelter (Fig. 35 bottom). This would provide a 

minimal estimate of the internal configuration of the habitation 

sites along Oyster Shell Reef and some indication of their potential 

time depth. Kay further recommends that the major quarries/primary 

lithic reduction stations north of Notom be selectively evaluated 

and the major ones preserved for the benefit of public enjoyment and 

future professional investigation. Minimally, these sites should be 

mapped and the lithic debitage left in-place. Two of these sites 

(42WN416 and 42WN417) are in excellent condition, although in part 

truncated by previous road construction (Fig. 35 top). 
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Capitol Reef National Park has a series of less-specific 

archeological needs that can be met most realistically through 

appropriate programming and support, in terms of establishing 

priorities, by park personnel. The long range goals should be to 

Cll meet the terms of Executive Order 11593 and have a thorough, 

systematic J.00% survey of all park lands and C21 develop a formal 

Cultural Resource Management Plan to guide protection, preservation 

and maintenance of the park's historic and prehistoric remains. 

Such a plan while essential, is difficult to fully accomplish 

without thorough knowledge of what the resource consists of and 

evaluation of its condition. However, for the Capitol Reef area, 

sufficient data are available to allow formulation of such a 

management plan. The following recommended goals would help gather 

information for use in developing a more detailed Cultural Resource 

Management Plan while at the same time provide protection of these 

non-renewable resources: 

1. All areas of impact; including all developed areas, 

potential development areas, campgrounds, picnic areas, 

wayside stops and roadside corridors throughout the 

park; should be surveyed. This is an initial and 

minimal approach to evaluating and protecting those 

remains most subject to destruction. 

2. A multi-year archeological survey and evaluation 

program, geared to meet the requirements of Executive 

Order .11593, should be programmed and should receive 

high priority among park programs. 
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3. It should be park policy to complete some type of 

archeological site record form for every site located by 

visitors and park personnel alike. These data should be 

transmitted to the Midwest Archeological Center, Rocky 

Mountain Regional office and Denver Service Center 

Division of Quality Control and Compliance for addition 

to their records on the archeology of Capitol Reef. 

This is essential, because archeological data are con

tinually used by planners, reviewers, interpreters and 

policy setters in dealing with park programs. 

4. In conjunction with site inventory, every effort 

should be made to correlate and compile the various 

diverse site designations and descriptions. Nowhere do 

complete records of the more spectacular and important 

sites in the park exist. Concomitant with this inven

tory program, all archeological sites should be evaluated 

in terms of the National Register Criteria of Signifi

cance C36 CFR 8001. The Fremont River drainage near 

Fruita may be worthy of consideration as a multi-resource 

nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. 

5. Because of their deterioration, a program to photo

graph and illustrate to scale and in detail all features 

of the many spectacular rock art panels should be 

developed. With adequate training, supervision and 

program design this type of work could be carried out by 

some of the National Park Service's enrollees in the 
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various youth programs. Photographs could be used to 

document the rate of deterioration through time. 

6. An attempt should be made to develop a program to 

educate park visitors against inadvertent as well as 

premeditated site vandalism. The damage done, even at 

the smallest chipping site, by simply picking up a few 

flakes or pottery sherds should be explained. 

7. A long-range program of aboriginal structure stabi

lization and rock art preservation should be developed 

after the quality of the area's resources is known 

through systematic evaluation. 

These goals can only be met if park personnel recognize their 

need and if they are supported by the Region, Denver Service Center 

and the Midwest Archeological Center. It should be recognized that 

areas suitable for development by today's standards were more than 

likely desirable for occupation by aboriginal standards. All 

projects should be evaluated with this possibility in mind. 



ARCHES NATIONAL PARK 

Arches National Park located slightly northeast of Canyonlands 

(Fig. 1} has yielded archeological remains of an entirely different 

quality and quantity. The physical environment of Arches is signifi

cantly different than that of the canyonlands country, and agricul

ture simply was not possible in sufficient quantities to warrant 

other than temporary habitation. The appropriate combination of 

adequate arable land and a reliable water supply does not exist. 

The few storage sites that have been recorded are located along the 

Colorado River and Winter Camp Wash, Salt Wash and Courthouse Wash 

where horticulture could have been practiced and wild grasses may 

have been plentiful enough for systematic harvesting. There is no 

evidence of permanent or long term habitation in the park. 

Although the scenic beauties of Arches were formally recognized 

in 1929 when the National Monument was established, because of the 

unobtrusiveness of most archeological sites and the abundance of 

larger, more spectacular and rewarding prehistoric materials nearby, 

very little attention has been paid to the park's aboriginal remains 

by other than dart point and arrowhead collectors. For example, 

the area has received no yerifiable attention by the many, many 

professional and amateur archeologists who have sporadically explored^ 

and reported the spectacular remains in Canyonlands National Park, 

Beef Basin, Grand Gulch, etc. All of the sites recorded were 

located during purposeful archeological surveys or by park personnel 

who spent considerable time probing the back country. 
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Despite the traditionally assumed-to-be-uninviting nature of 

the environment in the park and its limited archeological study, 88 

archeological sites have been recorded (Berry 1975b). Other remains 

undoubtedly exist. 

History of Archeological Research 

The earliest recorded work in the immediate vicinity of Arches 

National Park carried out by a professional archeologist was by 

Byron Cummings (1910a:18-191 who, in 1909 (Turner 1962:1), looked 

at a construction excavation in southeastern Moab that had exposed 

buried adobe walls of so-called "turtle back" style and occupation 

floors. Based on his description, it is apparent that Cummings had 

run across a Pueblo period habitation site. 

In 1934 Frank Beckwith was "appointed to take charge of an 

archeological study for the government in the Moab area" (Anonymous 

1934:11), and described the large, Barrier Canyon style rock art 

panel near the mouth of Courthouse Wash (42GR605), compaTing the 

elongated anthropomorphs to Navajo Yebachi figures (Beckwith 

1934:177-178). 

Between 1949-1952 Alice Hunt (1953) conducted extensive archeo

logical reconnaissance in the La Sal Mountain area of southeastern 

Utah. She recorded approximately 350 sites, eight of which are at 

the southern end of what is today Arches National Park. Three of 

the sites overlook the Colorado River; two of these are granaries 

and the other is a low rock circle that may have been a temporary 

campsite. The remaining sites recorded by Hunt are rockshelters 
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and several Kokopelli Chump-backed flute playerl petroglyphs located 

approximately one mile north of the Colorado River overlooking 

Courthouse Wash. 

Fifty-one archeological sites were recorded in Arches National 

Monument between 1956-1972 hy park ranger Lloyd Pierson and other 

area personnel. The majority of these sites, understandably, are 

located in the southern part of the park—the area of Arches National 

Monument. A more-or-less standardized site form was utilized and 

observations were made concerning structural remains, topographic 

situation, artifactual materials observed, rock art and possible 

site function. Most diagnostic artifacts and quantities of other 

materials were collected at this time; these remain available for 

study at the Arches visitor center. 

In 1974 under a National Park Service contract, the Office of 

the Utah State Archeologist initiated a systematic inventory of the 

archeological resources in Arches National Park (Berry 1975a, 

1975b]. Intense work was carried out in the northeastern portion of 

the park, which yielded 30 additional sites. This made a total of 

88 sites known. Berry includes discussion of all sites in his 1975 

reports and provides the most up-to-date summary of the region's 

prehistory that is available. 

Archeological Remains 

Berry (1975a:291 divided the archeological sites from Arches 

National Park into four types: cave/rockshelter, open camp, quarry, 

and pictograph/petroglyph (Table 41. The sites themselves range 



Table 4. Archeological Sites Recorded in Arches National Park 

Site Investigator Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42GR192 

42GA195 

42GR196 

42GR204 

42GR205 

42GR206 

42GR207 

Berry 1975, Hunt 1953 

Berry 1975, Hunt 1953 

Berry 1975, Hunt 1953 

Berry 1975, Hunt 1953 

Berry 1975, Hunt 1953 

Berry 1975, Hunt 1953 

Berry 1975, Hunt 1953 

42GR246 Berry 1975, Hunt 1953 

42GR287 (ARC-1) Berry 1975, Pierson 1956 

42GR288 (ARC-2) Berry 1975, Pierson 1956 

42GR289 (ARC-3) Berry 1975, Pierson 1957 

42GR290 (ARC-4) Berry 1975, Pierson 1957 

low rockcircle, chipping debris ? 

granary, storage, ceramics Fremont? 

granary, storage, ceramics, A.D. 10001150 Anasazi and Fremont? 

rockshelter, circular rock walls, 
petroglyphs 

rockshelter, circular rock walls, 
petroglyphs, ceramics 

cave, habitation, ceramics 

rockshelter, ceramics 

rockshelter 

open camp 

open camp/petroglyph/quarry 

open camp 

open camp, ceramics 

Anasazi 

Anasazi 

Anasazi and 
Fremont 

Anasazi and 
Fremont 

? 

? 

? 

? 

Mesa Verde Anasazi, 
Pueblo II 

H 
CD 

o 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Arches National Park, cont. 

Site Investigator-1- Site Type/Description2 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42GR291 CARC-51 Berry 1975, pierson 1957 

42GR292 (ARC-61 Berry 1.975, Pierson 1957 

42GR293 (ARC-71 Berry 1975, pierson 1957 

42GR294 (ARC-81 Berry 1975, pierson 1957 

42GR295 (ARC-91 Berry 1975, Pierson 1957 

42GR296 (ARC-10) Berry 1975, Pierson 1957 
(same as 42GR56Q) 

42GR297 (ARC-11) Berry 1975, Pierson 1957 

42GR298 (ARC-12) Berry 1975, Pierson 1957 

42GR299 (ARC-13) Berry 1975, Pierson 1957 

42GR300 (ARC-14) Berry 1975, Pierson 1957 

42GR301 (ARC-16) Berry 1975, Pierson 1957 

42GR513 (ARC-17) Berry 1975, Pierson 1957 

open camp 

open camp 

open camp 

cave/rockshelter/petroglypb. 

cave/rockshelter/habitation 

cave/rockshelter/habitation 

petroglyph-horses with riders, 
mountain sheep 

open camp and rockshelter, 
ceramics 

open camp 

cave/rockshelter Chand and toe holdsI 

open camp and rockshelter 

open camp/petroglyph 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

Numic CUte, 
Pa iu t e ) 

Mesa Verde Anasaz i , 
Pueblo I I 

? 

? 

? 

? 

H 
00 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Arches National Park, cont. 

Site Investigators- Site Type/Description2 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42GR514 (ARC-18) 

42GR515 (ARC-191 

42GR516 CARC-20?) 

42GR517 (ARC-21?) 

42GR518 CARC-22?) 

42GR519 (ARC-23) 

42GR520 (ARC-24) 

42GR521 (ARC-25) 

42GR522 fARC-26) 

42GR523 (ARC-27) 

42GR524 (ARC-28) 

42GR525 (ARC-291 

Berry 1975, pierson 1958 

Berry 1975, Pierson 1958 

Berry 2975, Pierson 1958 

Berry 1975, Pierson 1958 

Berry 1975, Pierson 1958 

Berry 1975, Pierson 1958 

Berry 1975, Hunt 1953, 
Pierson 1958 

Berry 1975, pierson 1958 

Berry 1975, Pierson and 
Anderson 1958 

Berry 1975, Pierson and 
Anderson 1958 

Berry 1975, Pierson and 
Anderson 1958 

Berry 1975, Pierson and 
Anderson 1958 

cave/rockshelter 

cave/rockshelter 

cave/rockshelter (cleep filll 

cave/rockshelter 

cave/rockshelter Carea of filll 

cave/petroglyph Carea of filll 

cave/petroglyph 

cave/rockshelter 

cave/rockshelter 

cave/rockshelter 

cave/rockshelter 

? 

? 

Numic (Ute, Paiute) 

? 

? 

? 

Mesa yerde Anasazi, 
Pueblo II 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? cave/rockshelter H 
oo 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Arches National Park, cont. 

Site Investigator Site Type/Description^ 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42GR526 (ARC-30) 

42GR527 (ARC-311 

42GR528 (ARC-321 

42GR529 (ARC-33) 

42GR53Q (ARC-34) 

42GR531 (ARC-351 

42GR532 (ARC-36) 

42GR533 (ARC-37) 

42GR534 (ARC-38) 

42GR535 (ARC-39). 

42GR536 (ARC-40) 

Berry 1975, Pierson and 
Anderson 1958 

Berry 1975, pierson and 
Wilson 1958 

Berry 1975, pierson and 
Wilson 1958 

cave/rockshelter 

rockshelter storage 

rockshelter habitation 

Berry 1975, pierson 1958 rockshelter 

Berry 1975, Pierson 1958 open camp 

Berry 1975, Pierson 1958 cave/rockshelter 

Berry 1975, Pierson and rockshelter (area of fill) 
Wilson 1958 

Berry 1975, pierson 1959 open camp 

Berry 1975, Pierson 1959 open camp 

Berry 1975, Pierson 1959 rockshelter 

Berry 1975, Pierson 1959 open camp 

Mesa Verde Anasazi, 
Pueblo II; Numic (Ute, 
Paiute) 

? 

? 

? 

Mesa Verde Anasazi, 
Pueblo II 

? 

? 

? 

Mesa Verde Anasazi, 
Pueblo II oo 

GJ 

? 

? 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Arches National Park, cont. 

Site 
1 

Investigator Site Type/Description2 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42GR539 (ARC-43) 

42GR540 (ARC-44) 

42GR541 (ARC-45) 

42GR542 (ARC-461 

42GR543 (ARC-471 

42GR544 uARC-48) 

42GR545 (ARC-491 

(same as 42GR5531 

42GR546 (ARC-50) 

42GR547 (ARC-51) 

42GR548 (ARC-52) 
(Shifting Dune sitel 

Berry 1975, Pierson 1959 

Berry 1975, Pierson 1959 

Berry 1975, Pierson 1959 

Berry 1975, Pierson 1959 

Berry 1975, Pierson 1959 

Berry 1975, Pierson 1959 

Berry 1975, Maybery 1962 

Berry 1975, Windham 1972 

Berry 1975, Windham 1972 

Berry 1975, Windham 1972 

open camp/pictograph 

cave/rockshelter/pictograph 
of Delicate Arch 

open camp/pictograph 

open camp 

open camp 

rockshelter/petroglyph 

rockshelter 

cave/rockshelter 

rockshelter 

rockshelter, structures 

open camp 

open camp 

? 

Mesa Verde Anasazi, 
Pueblo II 

? 

? 

? 

? 

Anasazi? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

H 
00 
.fe. 

42GR537 (ARC-41) Berry 1975, Pierson 1959 

42GR538 (ARC-421 Berry 1975, pierson 1959 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Arches National Park, cont. 

Site Investigator Site Type/Description 
Prohable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42GR549 

42GR550 

42GR551 

42GR552 

42GR553 

(same as 42GR5451 

42GR554 

42GR555 

42GR556 

42GR557 

42GR558 

42GR559 

42GR560 
(same as 42GR296) 
42GR561 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

open camp 

open camp 

rockshelter 

open camp/quarry 

rockshelter 

open camp 

quarry 

quarry 

quarry 

open camp 

open camp 

quarry 

open camp 

? 

? 

? 

Archaic 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? H 
00 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Arches National Park, cont. 

Site Investigator Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42GR562 

42GR563 

42GR564 

42GR565 

42GR566 

42GR567 

42GR568 

42GR569 

42GR570 

42GR571 

42GR572 

42GR573 

42GR574 

42GR575 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

quarry 

quarry 

open camp 

quarry 

open camp 

open camp 

rockshelter 

rockshelter 

rockshelter 

open camp 

quarry 

open camp 

quarry 

open camp, charcoal lens 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

Numic, (Ute, Paiutei 

? 

Numic, (Ute, Paiute) 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 00 



Archeological Sites Recorded in Arches National Park, cont. 

Site Investigator Site Type/Description2 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 

42GR576 

42GR577 

42GR578 

42GR6Q5 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

Berry 1975 

open camp 

open camp 

open camp 

pic tograph/petroglyph Stewart 1941, Beckworth 1934, 
Gunnerson 1969, Schaafsma 1971 
(listed on National Register of Historic places) 

? 

? 

? 

Barrier Canyon style, 
Fremont? and Nuraic 
Qjte, Paiute) 

1 All sites are listed in Lindsay's Grand County Summary (1976). 
2 Site type based on Berry's 1975 designation. 
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from small chipping stations and isolated granaries to extremely 

large quarry sites covering several acres—these latter are not 

known from the canyonlands area and may have been a drawing card 

for aboriginal use of this less desirable region. As is charac

teristic of most quarry sites, extremely few completed artifacts 

were recovered. The traditional assumption has been that completed 

artifacts; such as projectile points, scrapers and drills, were 

rarely manufactured at the site where the raw materials were ob

tained. However, Berry C1975a:v-vil points out that conversations 

with local residents indicate that the area now included in Arches 

National Park "use. to be" a good place to collect "arrowheads and 

pottery." Furthermore, the Moab Museum, which is run by the South

western Utah Society of Art and Science, has a collection of pro

jectile points reported to have been found inside current park 

boundaries. 

Regardless of their artifact content, the presence of these 

extensive quarries provided a framework that Berry used to evaluate 

the other artifact concentrations and structural remains discovered 

during his survey. It was determined that the density and nature 

of lithic materials found at a site varied inversely with the site's 

distance from the extensive quarry localities. Sites falling into 

Berry's (1975a:321 category of "open camp" yielded an unusually high 

and/or discrete concentration of artifactual remains. Open camps 

are not quarries; they contain a larger number of finished artifacts, 

reduction flakes and large numbers of unmodified thinning flakes 
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(Berry 1975a:37-381. But, by Berry's definition open camps could not 

be located near quarry sites. 

A site was automatically classified as a "cave/rockshelter" if 

cultural materials were found in a shelter situation. Similarly, 

the isolated rock art sites were easy to categorize. However, 

petroglyphs were frequently found in rockshelters. 

While Berry's categories are easy to use and provide information 

concerning the general topographic situation to be expected at a 

site, they do not necessarily provide information concerning site 

function—the activities actually carried out at a site. For 

example, the category "cave/rockshelter" includes both temporary 

habitation sites with structural remains and isolated granaries, 

which were used for storage. Furthermore, this classification was 

based solely on the thirty sites located during the Office of the 

Utah State Archeologist's survey and does not include all known 

sites in the park (Berry 1975b:82) . 

This survey was restricted to the northeast portion of the 

park where these large quarry sites occur. The remaining portions 

of the park are less well known, and quarry sites may exist in 

other areas. The southern portion of the park that was once Arches 

National Monument has been fairly well covered (on an intermittent, 

sporadic basisi and none of the large quarry sites exists there. As 

Berry indicates (1975a:321, the quarry sites generally occur on 

isolated outcrops of the Summerville Formation, which contain chert 

of sufficient quality for aboriginal stone tool manufacturing. 

Therefore, categorizing a site because of its distance from the 
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large quarries may be fallacious reasoning. Camping by a quarry 

while temporarily making use of the materials must have occurred. 

Furthermore, there may have been small quarries located a consider

able distance from these major sources that, under this classifi

cation scheme, would be termed open camps. Only detailed study of 

the specific types of lithic remains found at a site can yield 

evidence of the activities that occurred and provide clues as to 

site functions. 

QUARRIES 

Eleven of the thirty sites located during Berry's work were 

quarry sites and, as indicated above, usually were found on iso

lated outcrops of the Summerville Formation CFig. 39). Only those 

exposures containing chert having fracturing characteristics appro

priate for stone working yielded quarry sites. Those outcrops that 

produce less desirable chert materials simply were not utilized. 

Much of the stone debris found at the quarry sites is indicative of 

raw material testing and the initial stages of tool manufacture. 

There is a lot of "shatter" (Binford and Quimby 1963) and large, 

primary decordation flakes, which are produced by the initial 

modification of a cobble. Few other artifactual types were recovered; 

such as scrapers, knives and projectile points. 

The quarry sites (42GR565, 42GR560 and 42GR572). where dense 

vegetation and water is available may have also served as temporary 

camps. This is suggested by a mano found at 42GR56Q and the dense 

concentration of both open camps and rockshelters near the con

fluence of Winter Camp and Salt washes. 
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Figure 39. Quarry sites in Arches National Park. top, view across 
sites 42GR552, 42GR555, 42GR556 and 42GR557; bottom, close-up view of 
Summerville Formation at 42GR556. 
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CAVE/RCCKSHELTER 

Five rockshelters containg cultural materials were located 

during Berry's survey, most of which occur in the lower reaches of 

Winter Camp Wash. However, it should he pointed out that a similar 

concentration of rockshelters occurs along Courthouse Wash (Pierson, 

Pierson and Anderson, Pierson and Wilson, Maybery and Windham 

C1956-72). None of the rockshelters recorded during the 1975 work 

contained structural remains, although hearth areas, ceramic 

sherds and chipping debris were found. Pierson, Anderson, Wilson, 

Mabery and Windham (1956-72), however, report storage cists, 

masonry walls and other structural features from rockshelter 

sites. Site 42GR570 produced several sherds of Shoshonian-Pauite 

pottery. 

OPEN CAMPS 

The fourteen sites classified as open camps are all relatively 

small concentrations of lithic debris. Three occur in alluvial 

contexts (42GR554, 42GR558 and 42GR556). These sites may yield 

deep, stratified deposits and they have more potential than most 

in Arches National Park for adding significant data to the archeo-

logical record. At site 42GR566, a well-defined charcoal lens has 

been exposed through erosion. 

Six of these camps were lithic concentrations on sandstone 

bedrock, and five were areas where lithic debris were eroding out 

of sandy slopes or dunes. None of the camps yielded pottery. 
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PICTCX3RAPH/PETR0GLYPH 

The 1975 work in the northeast portion of Arches National Park 

yielded no aboriginal rock art. However, one historic petroglyph, 

"J.E.D. 1960," was found at quarry site 42GR560. A "Julien 1944" 

inscription has also been reported from the area north of Dark 

Angel. This lack of rock art from the northeast portion of Arches 

National Park is interesting in light of the above discussion con

cerning the validity of Berry's classification scheme. Thirteen 

examples of rock art have been recorded in the remaining portion of 

Arches National Park (Table 41. 

These sites, reported by Hunt C1953) and park personnel (Pierson, 

Pierson and Anderson, Pierson and Wilson, Mabery and Windham 1956-

721, include Kokopelli figures, a maze-type of design, horses with 

riders, mountain sheep and one interesting pictograph showing 

Delicate Arch (this may be modern as a game and horse trail passes 

in front of the site). Goat petroglyphs described by Pierson are 

probably mountain sheep. 

The most spectacular rock art panel in the park (42GR6051 is 

located near the juncture of Courthouse Wash with the Colorado 

River (Fig. 401. This site, which overlooks the Crescent Junction 

to Moab road, commands an excellent view of Moab and the Spanish 

Valley. It is an outstanding example of Barrier Canyon style art 

discussed above and includes characteristic elongated anthropomorphs 

with fancy headdresses, necklaces and other adornments. The panel 

has been discussed by several authors (Beckworth 1934; Schaafsma 

1971:72-73; Steward 1941:333, 348) who point out that large shields, 
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Figure 40. Courthouse Wash pictograph panel, 42GR605. Pictographs are 
listed on the National Register of Historic Places. 
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although far from being modern, have been superimposed over the 

Barrier Canyon style figures. Whether or not this was done by the 

Barrier Canyon style artists themselves or by later comers is 

impossible to tell. Petroglyphs of horses with riders, which 

obviously date from the Historic period, have been added to the 

panel. These are prohably Ute or Navajo in origin. In 1975 this 

site was listed on the National Register of Historic Places. 

SITES RECORDED PRIOR TO 1975 

Fifty-nine sites were recorded prior to the Office of the Utah 

State Archeologist's work. Berry C!975a, 1975b} classified these 

on the basis of the recorded information (.Table 4}. Only six sites 

were revisited (42GR294, 42GR295, 42GR516, 42GR517, 42GR518 and 

42GR519) . The remainder could not be relocated given the limited 

amount of time available. Nineteen of the sites were open camps, 

thirty-one were cave/rockshelters and one was an isolated petroglyh 

(Berry 1975a:38). The remaining petroglyphs occurred in both open 

camps and rockshelter situations. 

Four of the open camps contained stone architecture: a crude 

stone masonry structure at 42GR536; a low rock circle at 42GR192 

and small circular, slab and coursed masonry granaries at sites 

42GR195 and 196. Hunt (1953:233; Kulp, Tyron, Eckelman and Snell 

1952:410} collected a wooden beam from site 42GR196 that has been 

radiocarbon dated at 95Q ± JL5Q years: A.D. 1QQQ CL-126C}. Simi

larly, four of the rockshelters described by Pierson produced 

architectural features: a D-shaped masonry room at 42GR546, a 
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crude stone retaining wall at 42GR542, a storage cist or granary at 

42GR525 and a small masonry storage cist at 42GR527. 

Pierson C1977:personal communication1 reports that in the late 

195Q's park maintenance personnel found a burial eroding from under 

a rock in Courthouse Wash a mile or so aboye the bridge. Pieces of 

basketry and a knife blade were associated with, the remains. The 

skeletal material is now located in the Moab Huseum. 

Discussion and Recommendations 

In comparison with nearby areas, the archeological data from 

Arches National Park permit only a low level of interpretation. 

The rock art is interesting because the Colorado River, which 

delineates portions of the southern border of the park, has tradi

tionally been considered the Pueblo period Fremont and Anasazi 

contact point. Furthermore, the large Barrier Canyon style panel 

on the river suggests pre-Pueblo period use CSchaafsma 1971:2.28-

2351. 

The large, extensive quarries are also of considerable import 

for the types of information they could provide concerning the 

processes involved in stone material acquisition and initial tool 

manufacture—the hehayiorial trajectories utilized by frequenters 

of the site. 

Archeological interpretation of the Arches remains in terms of 

aboriginal lifeways will never be possible unless the area is 

viewed as representing only one aspect of prehistoric activities. 

The evidence indicates that the park was sporadically utilized, 
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probably on a seasonal or intermittent basis. The very extensive 

quarry sites suggest that the lithic raw materials may have been 

one of the area's more inviting features. "Wandering" groups 

passed through in pursuit of their well-defined seasonal pattern, 

probably stopping temporarily to make use of ripe grasses, including 

corn, along Courthouse, Salt and Winter Camp washes or to acquire 

material for their stone tool needs. The majority of their yearly 

activities took place elsewhere, particularly activities of those 

groups dependent primarily upon agriculture. 

CULTURAL RELATIONSHIPS AND DATING 

Of the archeological evidence from Arches National Park, the 

ceramic materials provide the most reliable indications of cultural 

affiliation and dating. Unfortunately, most of the identifiable 

sherds were recovered before 1975 and can not be reliably corre

lated with specific archeological sites CBerry 1975b). Seven of 

the ten sites with, pottery yielded Mesa Verde Pueblo II varieties, 

suggesting occupation between 900 and 7Q0 years ago (Breternitz 

19661. Four sites produced Paiute-Shoshoni ware. Two of these 

C42GR568, 42GR5701 are located near the Salt Wash-Winter Camp Wash 

confluence area CBerry 1975h:7QL. In a 1946 memorandum to the 

Custodian, Arches, Regional Archeologist Erik K. Reed discusses 

probable Ute-Paiute sherds from the Delicate Arch area CReed J.946) , 

It is possible for these remains to date anywhere from around 650 

years ago to the present. Two sherds reported by Hunt 0-953:234] 

from site 42GR204 may be Uinta Gray. This Fremont pottery type 
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dates approximately 1350 to 1050 years ago, but does not necessarily 

indicate Fremont occupancy. The Fremont style rock art is suggestive 

of Fremont use of the area, and the Barrier Canyon style panel may 

indicate earlier occupation (Schaafsma 1971:128-1351. 

The size and style of projectile points found in the park are 

those usually associated with bow and arrow technology. The types 

found are frequent in Pueblo I and Pueblo XI artifactual assemblages 

and are consistent with the ceramic data and Hunt's A.D. 1000 

radiocarbon date. 

Occupation earlier than the Pueblo period (Basketmaker, Archaic 

or Paleo-Indian) cannot be unquestionably demonstrated (Berry 

1975b:72). Sufficient evidence occurs in the regions surrounding 

Arches National Park to suggest that these earlier hunter and 

gatherers utilized the area—perhaps the large quarry sites. No 

sure data from pre-Pueblo occupation have been recovered from 

within the park. 

Based on the meager information available, Berry (i975b:72)_ 

suggests an occupational sequence of Basketmaker II (tentative)., 

Pueblo II and Numic (Ute, paiute and Shoshoni) peoples. There is 

no unequivocal evidence of Archaic period, Pueblo I or Pueblo III 

occupation. Suggestions of Fremont habitation are scarce. 

ARCHE0LOGICAL NEEDS 

Arches National Park has a series of archeological needs that 

can be met most realistically through appropriate programming and 

support, in terms of establishing priorities, by park personnel. 
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The long range goals should be to CI) meet the terms of Executive 

Order JJ.593 and have a thorough, systematic 1Q0% survey of all park, 

lands and C2) develop a formal cultural resource management plan to 

guide protection, preservation work and maintenance of the park's 

historic and prehistoric remains. Such a plan, while essential, is 

difficult to fully accomplish without thorough knowledge of what 

the resource consists of and eyaluation of its condition. However, 

for Arches sufficient data are available to allow formulation of a 

temporary management plan. The following recommended goals of such 

a plan would help gather information for use in developing a 

formal cultural resource management plan while at the same time 

provide protection to these non-renewable resources: 

1. Until a thorough, 100% archeological survey of 

the park is completed, further interpretation of the 

archeological resources in Arches National Park will be 

difficult. While this is not a high priority either in 

terms of the interpretive thrust of the area or the 

need to protect highly significant archeological remains, 

thorough evaluation and preservation of these non

renewable resources is one of the more important goals 

of the park Service—one that is currently receiying 

considerable emphasis. Continued, systematic survey of 

Arches should be carried out. All areas of impact; 

including all developed areas, wayside stops, trails, 

potential development areas and roadside corridors 

throughout the Park, should receive initial emphasis. 
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2. It should be park policy to complete some type 

of archeological site record form for every site located 

by visitors and park personnel alike. These data 

should be transmitted to the Midwest Archeological 

Center, Rocky Mountain Regional office and Denver 

Service Center Division of Compliance and Quality 

Control for addition to their records on the archeology 

of Arches. This is essential because archeological 

data are continually used by planners, reyiewers, 

interpreters and policy setters in dealing with park 

programs. 

3. Berry C1975b:731 believes that extensive 

excavations are not warranted at any known site. How

ever, selective testing for the purposes of obtaining 

radiocarbon samples in association with material remains 

should be conducted. This would help clarify the very 

general understanding of the cultural affiliation and 

temporal limits suggested by the poor quality data 

available. Selectiye, well-controlled testing would 

provide significant information without seriously dam

aging the sites. Berry indicates that rockshelter 

sites 42GR552, 42GR568, 42GR569 and 42GR57Q haye sufficient 

deposits for such a program. Furthermore, the alluvial 

sites, particularly 42GR566, which has an exposed 

charcoal lens that could be used for radiocarbon age 
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determination, could yield significant stratigraphic 

information. 

4. Berry also suggests that the extensive quarry 

sites be systematically tested. Total collection of 

quarry sites, which has been done elsewhere (Binford 

and Quimby J.9631 , simply is not manageable for sites of 

this size. Limited testing could also be carried out 

at some of the "discolored" areas noted at the quarries. 

Recent work carried out in the Dangling Rope area, 

Glen Canyon National Recreation Area on several extensive 

lithic sites indicates that large-scale, systematic 

site collection is possible and extremely profitable 

(Schroedl 1976b; Weder 1977J. 

5. Because of their deterioration, a program to 

photograph and illustrate to scale and in detail all 

features of the many rock art panels should be developed. 

With, adequate training, supervision and program design 

this type of work could be carried out by YACC parti

cipants. Photographs can be used to document the rate 

of deterioration through time. 

6. None of the archeological sites, with the 

exception of the Courthouse Wash pictograph panel 

C42GR6051, meet the National Register Criteria of 

Significance C36 CFR 800). When further survey work is 

carried out and additional sites located they should be 

evaluated in terms of the National Register of Historic 
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Places. The Historic period Wolfe or Turnbow Cabin, 

located at the Delicate Arch trailhead, was listed on 

the National Register in 1977. 

7. Because many of the sites in Arches National 

Park, particularly the extensive quarries, consist of 

lithic materials scattered about the surface, there is 

real possibility that, as these remains are picked up 

by visitors, the sites will gradually disappear. An 

educational program could easily be developed to make 

park visitors aware of the damage they do by picking up 

even one artifact or one piece of chipped stone. This 

type of inadvertent and unintentional vandalism is no 

less damaging than that carried out by the intentional 

vandal who rips down prehistoric walls and defaces rock 

art panels. Both activities represent loss of non

renewable information. Campfire programs could be 

organized around the topic of archeological and historic 

site vandalism. A similar display on the same topic 

could be developed in the visitor center. Park personnel, 

too, can play an active role by discussing unintentional 

vandalism whenever talking to visitors concerning the 

area's historic and prehistoric remains. 

These goals can only be met if park personnel recognize their 

need and if they are supported by the Region, Denver Service Center 

and the Midwest Archeological Center. It should be recognized that 
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areas suitable for development by today's standards were more than 

likely desirable for occupation in terms of aboriginal criteria, 

too. All projects should be evaluated with this possibility in 

mind. 



NATURAL BRIDGES NATIONAL MONUMENT 

The Grand Gulch Plateau and its major drainages have a long 

history of exploration by both professional archeologists and 

amateur collectors. As indicated in an earlier section of this 

report, some of the earliest descriptions of Basketmaker and 

Pueblo period remains resulted from work in this region of south

eastern Utah. John Wetherill actually recognized the distinctions 

between the Pueblo and Basketmaker periods during his 1890's 

explorations in the Grand Gulch area (Lister and Lister 1964). 

In 1908 Natural Bridges National Monument was established 

under the recently passed Antiquities Act with specific mention of 

the area's archeological preservation needs. Practically 

immediately an investigation was ordered by the Commissioner of the 

General Land Office; which was to include "the approximate measure

ment of height and span of each, the general character of the 

bridges with photographic illustrations, and to further examine and 

report upon any large and important prehistoric ruins in the same 

locality" (Douglass 1908:601; Judd 1968:17-18). Initial study 

under the direction of William B. Douglass began June 3, 1908. 

It consisted of trying to determine what modern day Indian groups 

called the three bridges. After Douglass1 group discovered that all 

bridges went by the general term, "Ma-vah-talk-tump," which means 

under a horse's belly—in other words an arch or bridge—, the 

bridges were given the names they go by today; Sipapu, Kachina and 

Owachomo (Douglass 1908:50-53). Douglass' archeological 
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investigations indicated the presence of numerous small ruins, 

which he described in some detail. 

Subsequent professional archeological survey of Natural Bridges 

National Monument has shown that the area contains many distinctive 

and significant Basketmaker and Pueblo period Anasazi sites, as 

well as numerous less-outstanding remains. Over two hundred and 

fifty-five sites have been recorded from the monument and nearby 

vicinity, most of which date from the late Pueblo II and early 

Pueblo III periods (Head and Head 1977; Hobler 1962; Hobler and 

Hobler 1978). The ceramic materials suggest both Mesa Verde 

Anasazi and Kayenta Anasazi occupation (Fig. 3). In addition, 

earlier-dating Basketmaker II and Basketmaker III sites concentrate 

in the eastern half of the monument, along the ridges where the 

country is more open. 

History of Archeological Research 

Although since the 1870's cattlemen, Mormon pilgrims, other 

explorers and amateur archeologists have passed through the White 

Canyon area, the earliest reported visits by a professional arche-

ologist are those of Bryon Cummings in 1906 and 1907—before 

Natural Bridges was designated a National Monument by President 

Theodore Roosevelt (Turner 1962:1). Cummings wandered through 

Nine Mile Canyon, Cottonwood Canyon, Butler Wash, White Canyon, 

Navajo Creek and the upper Grand Gulch area, discovering and 

recording archeological sites. He, Neil Judd, Edgar Hewett and 

others visited White Canyon specifically to map the natural 
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bridges and record nearby archeological sites (Judd 1950:14, 

1968:4-14; Turner 1962:1). Cummings (1910a:20-24) mentions long 

rows of contiguous rooms ". . .in White Canyon between the Augusta 

(Sipapu) and Carolyn (Kachina) bridges," and provides a fairly 

detailed description of their construction. He pictures (1910a:23) 

details of storage rooms at Bare Ladder Ruin (Utah W:5:118) that 

are still in fairly good condition today (Fig. 41). 

After Cummings, Douglass' 1908 survey party investigated a 

series of archeological sites located both on and off monument 

lands. Materials were reported from Snow Flat Cave and Cigarette 

Spring Cave, which at one time were included within the monument 

(1909-1962). While these two caves were considered the expedition's 

major archeological discoveries, Douglass (1908:63) writes, 

"Interesting as are the great natural bridges, this interest is 

much enhanced by the presence of the ruined homes of the Cliff 

Dwellers, whose age still defies the ingenuity of the archeological 

chronologist, and whose culture remains unaccounted for. . . . " 

Overlooking the Owachomo Bridge, two hundred yards 
to the south of it, is a simple, one-storied ruin (Utah 
V:8:25), built on the highest ledge and accessible only 
by ladder. Its fallen walls indicate a building eighty 
feet long by nine feet wide facing east, divided into 
small rooms, with the usual inhospitable doorway. . . . 
The rooms are semi-circular and rectangular in form and 
an unusual amount of wood entered into their 
construction . . . (p. 64). 

From an archaeological standpoint the Kachina Bridge 
is perhaps the most interesting, for on a low ledge under 
the very arch itself, fallen stones outline a single room 
about six feet square, above which are a few crude petro-
glyphs. And under the sheltering rim of the conchoidal 
bluff which forms the south face of the west abutment of 
the bridge are unique ruins and interesting pictographs . . . 
(pp. 64-65). 
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Figure 41. Bare Ladder Ruin (Utah W:5:118). top, jacal storage 
structures; bottom, storage chambers dug into the ground. 
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Douglass continues and provides detailed descriptions of these 

ruins and associated rock art: 

In lieu of totem poles, the clan symbols, the fore
runner of the family name, appear to have been etched 
on the buff sandstone bluff above the ruins. The badger 
of the Honani or Badger clan; the butterfly of the Puli 
or Butterfly clan; the lightning snake, the emblem of the 
Kachina or Sacred Dancers, for whom this bridge is 
named; the maize symbol with which Corn Goddess is 
crowned. . . (p. 65). 

Around these ruins, in the large fragments of 
sandstone broken from the cliff, are numerous grooves 
where the stone implements were sharpened and the arrow 
shafts were rounded and smoothed (p. 66). 

High above the bridge (Kachina) and overlooking it, 
is a great table rock of buff sandstone. . . In this 
niche, under the sheltering edges of the table rock are 
clustered small single-storied ruins, with ceilings 
only 4 or 5 feet high, and of semi-circular form (p. 66). 

Douglass (1908:66-68) describes this area in detail, calling it 

Ruin Rock (Utah V:8:39). He continues: 

Passing the White Canyon there are but three points 
of archaeological interest before the Sipapu Bridge 
is reached. . . Under a ledge at the top of the canyon. . . 
was found a water jar or olla of brown indented ware, 
well formed, and about 18 inches high by 12 inches at its 
greatest diameter. The bottom had been broken out, 
apparently by a fall. The effort was made to bring it 
out, but the jarring of the packhorse destroyed it 
(p. 68). 

This pottery vessel may have come from site Utah V:8:45, now 

named Horsecollar Ruin. Early maps of the monument call the 

location Water Jar Cave. 

Four small ruins overlook the Sipapu Bridge. . . . 

. . . the Lestaki (Log House—Utah V:8:4) is unique 
in that it is built entirely of juniper and piffon logs, 
8 inches in diameter, interlocking at the ends as in the 
modern log hut, but without notching. The ends of the 
logs show the ragged cutting of the stone axe; the 
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mortar originally closing the interspaces had fallen 
out. . . (p. 69). 

Douglass' rambling descriptions continue, and he discusses 

Talawipiki (Lightning House—Utah W:5:120), Hunsaki (Bare Ladder 

House—Utah W:5:118) and other miscellaneous ruins and rock art 

panels above Sipapu Bridge (1908:68-75). Because many of his 

descriptions are in considerable detail, if the sites were 

reevaluated in the field, Douglass' data could form the basis for 

investigating change in the rock art and structural remains that 

has occurred since this 1908 trip. The rate and type of site 

deterioration that has taken place over the past 70 years could be 

studied. Furthermore, Douglass provides fairly detailed maps of 

Lestaki Ruin (Log House) near Sipapu Bridge, Talawipiki Ruin 

(Lightning House) and Hunsaki (Bare Ladder House). 

Geologist Herbert Gregory studied the White Canyon drainage 

in 1915 and marveled at the area's archeological remains (Gregory 

1938:28-29). Two years later Bryon Cummings again passed through 

the area (Turner 1962:3). 

In 1929 members of the American Museum of Natural History's 

Seventh Bernheimer Expedition spent one day in Natural Bridges 

National Monument (Bernheimer 1929:31; Lister and Lister 1964: 

133-134). Failing to see the spectacular remains they were 

familiar with from elsewhere along the San Juan, they left without 

describing the ruins in White Canyon. 

In 1937 Park Service Archeologist Charlie Steen (1937) investi

gated nine of the better preserved sites in the vicinity, including 
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a practically intact and previously undisturbed kiva in the monument 

that still had a ladder protruding from its roof. It took Steen two 

days on horseback to get to the monument and two to return. On the 

trip he ". . . took notes on nine sites and cleaned two kivas and 

a small circular room at Horsecollar Ruin (Utah V:8:45) . . .; 

sherds were collected at six sites—these were left at the 

Museum of Northern Arizona for indentification" (Steen 1937:329). 

Within the monument he actually visited a "cliff dwelling 1.5 miles 

up White Canyon from Augusta (Sipapu) Bridge," which his description 

suggests is Bare Ladder Ruin (Utah W:5:118), and a "small cliff 

dwelling, situated in White Canyon . . . approximately halfway 

between the Caroline (Kachina) and Augusta (Sipapu) bridges . . . " 

(Steen 1937:331) where the intact kiva (kiva #1) was located 

(Horsecollar Ruin—Utah V:8:45). 

Under the aegis of Gila Pueblo, Deric Nusbaum collected a 

number of tree-ring samples from the Natural Bridges area in the 

fall of 1941 (Bannister, Dean and Robinson 1969). 

Julian Steward's 1941 Archeological Reconnaissance of Southern 

Utah includes a detailed discussion of one site in White Canyon, 

which is outside Natural Bridges National Monument (1941:329-355). 

Steward's party floated down the Colorado River to the mouth of 

White Canyon where they located "the most extensive ruins in all of 

Glen Canyon"—a ruin first reported by Major Powell in 1871 (Adams 

1960:5) . The most outstanding feature was a large, multi-story 

structure standing on a narrow ledge approximately 300 feet above 

the river. Steward (1941:332-334) favorably compared the pictographs 
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and petroglyphs at the site to the Fremont style anthropomorphs and 

shield figures described by Morss (1931) for the Capitol Reef area 

discussed above. Schaafsma (1971:49) subsequently has suggested 

that these drawings contain elements of both the Southern San Rafael 

Fremont and classic Vernal Fremont styles. A horse petroglyph, 

probably Ute or Navajo, also occurs. Steward (1941:335) indicates 

that the fairly large village is in this location because of the 

arable land along the river and the easy access afforded by White 

Canyon. Unfortunately, the site is now inundated by Lake Powell. 

However, it, along with other evidence in White Canyon, suggests 

intrusion of Fremont traits south of the Colorado and up the White 

Canyon drainage (Fig. 3). 

As far as can be determined, the Carnegie Museum's 1945-1947 

expeditions into the upper White Canyon drainage did not visit 

Natural Bridges National Monument, although numerous sites just 

southeast of the area were recorded (Sharrock and Keane 1962). 

In 1956 Lloyd Pierson and John Oakes visited and described 

nine of the better known sites in Natural Bridges National Monument 

(Pierson 1957). These remains, classified as Late Basketmaker or 

Developmental Pueblo by Pierson, were the same sites previously 

mentioned by Douglass (1908), Gregory (1938) and Steen (1937). 

During the 1950's the area around Natural Bridges was 

intensively evaluated for evidence of Navajo occupation (Farmer 

1952; Schroeder 1964a) as part of a Navajo land claim case that was 

before the Indian Claims Commission. This archeological work was 

conducted to check the historic extent of Navajo occupation beyond 
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the present reservation borders. Schroeder (1964b) indicates that 

a line of Navajo sites wanders up Comb Wash to the Bear's Ears 

region and another concentration of sites extends down White Canyon 

to the Hite area where a purported Navajo shrine was located. 

A Navajo deer hunting trail was visible along the road at Natural 

Bridges in 1964. However, only a small collection of Navajo 

sherds and tree ring specimens were taken from the monument 

(Farmer 1952:2; Schroeder 1964a). 

During concentrated survey effort in the upper White River 

Basin in 1960 and 1961, Philip Hobler recorded 199 sites (Hobler 

1962; Hobler and Hobler 1978). This work was carried out in three 

segments: (1) the canyons, surveyed during 1960; (2) the four and 

one half miles of then-proposed new access road into the park, 

surveyed during early spring, 1961, and (3) the more open country, 

surveyed during the fall, 1961 (Hobler 1962:1). Unfortunately, 

this work in the White Canyon drainage, while fairly extensive, 

did not include all lands within the monument and covered some areas 

outside park boundaries. The resultant report and base map does 

not include all sites known from Natural Bridges National Monument. 

In conjunction with his survey work, Hobler (1962) collected 

samples of Pinyon Pine and Douglass Fir roof beams and other 

construction timbers for tree-ring dating. It was hoped that these 

specimens would yield a master tree-ring chronology for southeastern 

Utah and clarify problems with the local cultural chronology. 

These samples were studied along with those specimens collected for 

Gila Pueblo by Deric Nusbaum in 1941. A number of dates and 
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significant climatological data were obtained from sites in 

Natural Bridges National Monument (Bannister, Dean and Robinson 

1969; Dean and Robinson 1977; Hobler 1962; Hobler and Hobler 1978; 

Troup 1976). 

In addition to survey work, Hobler conducted test excavations 

at Utah V:8:53 to better understand a particular type of frequently 

encountered, vertical slab-lined pit that appeared to occur only 

with Basketmaker III Lino Gray ceramics (Hobler 1962:8). In 1964, 

while conducting salvage excavations in the right-of-way for the 

Natural Bridges entrance road, Schroeder (1965) also excavated 

several of these peculiar pits (Fig. 42), which were determined to 

be Basketmaker III storage structures. Schroeder dug two Basket-

maker Ill/Pueblo I sites (Utah W:5:50/42SAl441, Utah W:5:39/42SAl440) 

His work is the only adequately reported excavation from the 

monument and includes palynological (pollen) as well as dendro-

chronological (tree-ring dating) analyses (Schoenwetter 1965). The 

pollen from the occupation area suggested that when the sites were 

in use there was less tree cover and more Artemisia (sagebrush) than 

at present. Corn pollen (Zea) also occurred in the samples, but 

its frequency was low (Schoenwetter 1965). 

Most recently, the archeology of Natural Bridges National 

Monument has been synthesized by James and Jennifer Head (1977) , 

who included sites that are not recorded elsewhere. Similarly, 

the area's dendrochronological information has been summarized 

into a useful report by Teri Troup (1976), 
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Figure 42. Sites Utah W:5:50 and Utah W:5:39, Natural Bridges 
National Monument. top, Utah W:5:50 after initial clearing; bottom, 
Utah W:5:39 after excavation (Schroeder 1965). 
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Archeological Remains 

More than two hundred and fifty-five sites have been recorded 

in Natural Bridges National Monument vicinity (Table 5), and many 

more are informally known (Head and Head 1977). These remains 

range from at least Basketmaker II through early Pueblo III times 

(A.D. 1-1300) and are in an excellent state of preservation (Hobler 

and Hobler 1978). Furthermore, several Historic period Ute and 

Navajo sites are known from the monument and vicinity (Farmer 1952; 

Hobler and Hobler 1978; Schroeder 1964a, 1964b). Many of the earliest 

prehistoric sites are found in the open on the broad, Pinyon/Juniper-

covered mesa in the eastern part of the monument; the later-dating 

rockshelters and major structural sites are generally confined to 

the canyons in the western section of the area. 

Sites in Natural Bridges are considered to be somewhat unique 

(Hobler and Hobler 1978; Pierson 1957:223; Schroeder 1965), although 

subsequent investigation since these studies indicates that the 

San Juan triangle area does contain similar remains (Fike and Lindsay 

1976; Lipe 1967, 1970; Lipe and Matson 1975). Nonetheless, Hobler 

(Hobler and Hobler 1978) believes that the phase designations 

suggested by Lipe (1967) for the nearby Red Rock Plateau area are 

not directly applicable to the Natural Bridges remains. It is 

apparent that, while general site characteristics may be the same 

throughout the area, site distribution patterns are not; these 

vary among the topographic regions. 

Many of the Natural Bridges sites are early-dating Basketmaker II 

and Basketmaker III remains, which until very recently were poorly 



Table 5. Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 
2 

Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH V:8:l 

UTAH V:8:2 

UTAH V:8:3 
(42SA6673, 
NABR-36) 

UTAH V:8:4 
(Lestaki Ruin, 
Log House) 

open; rectangular pueblo, walls of 
coursed masonry 

rockshelter; masonry cliff dwelling, kiva 
with log roof partially intact 

rockshelter; masonry cliff dwelling, modern 
use as a camp 

rockshelter; above ground log kiva with 
ladder uprights still in place; 
investigated by Douglass 1908; Kayenta 
Anasazi style rock art, Historic period 
rock art 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III, 
Historic 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III, 
Historic 

Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

A.D. 685-891 (NBR-51) 
A.D. 887-1053 (NBR-49) 
A.D. 1046-1211 (NBR 50) 

UTAH V:8:5 rockshelter; stone and log masonry rooms 

UTAH V:8:6 rockshelter; single fallen masonry wall 

UTAH V:8:7 rockshelter; fallen masonry walls, one rec
tangular structure 

UTAH V:8:8 rockshelter; vertical slab cists, one cist 
of underground log cribbing 

Pueblo II-III 

Pueblo II-III 

Pueblo II-III 

Basketmaker II, 
Pueblo II-III 

K) 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 2 Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH V:8:9 rockshelter; storage pits formed by shallow 
excavations, two rooms 

A.D. 856-909 (NBR-2) 

UTAH V:8:10 

UTAH V:8:ll 

rockshelter; cliff dwelling, rectangular 
masonry rooms, badly eroded 

rockshelter; single low roofed room formed 
by masonry walls under large boulder 

Puehlo II-III 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

UTAH V:8:12 

UTAH V:8:13 

UTAH V:8:14 

UTAH V:8:15 
(42SA6638, 
NABR-1) 

rockshelter; contiguous rectangular masonry 
rooms; pictographs 

rockshelter; a fragment of a masonry wall 
and a loosely excavated cist 

rockshelter; three rectangular masonry rooms 

rbckshelter; rectangular masonry rooms and 
jacal structures 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

Pueblo II-III 

Pueblo II-III 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 

UTAH V:8:16 

UTAH V:8:17 

rockshelter; small stone and adobe lined 
cists 

rockshelter; storage structure of vertical 
slabs 

Pueblo II-III A.D. 853-1057 (NBR-4) to 

? 

? 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 2 Tree-Pang Date 

UTAH V:8:18 rockshelter; fragments of circular storage 
structures of adobe and vertical slabs 

UTAH V:8:19 

UTAH:V:8:20 

rockshelter; adobe and slab storage structures 
and cribbed underground cist 

rockshelter; non-ceramic refuse and under
ground cists both adobe lined and 
unlined, human skeletal material 

Basketmaker II 

UTAH V:8:21 rockshelter; circular storage structures of 
adobe and slabs and small round cists 

Basketmaker II 

UTAH V:8:22 

UTAH V:8:23 

UTAH V:8:24 

rockshelter; adobe storage structures 

rockshelter; two storage cists and three 
rectangular vertical slab structures 

rockshelter; red anthropomorph pictographs 
and two or more rooms indicated by 
fragments of adobe 

Pueblo II, 
Pueblo III 

Pueblo II-III, 
Historic 

A.D. 1181-1433 (NBR-34) 
A.D. 1169-1528 (NBR-35) 

UTAH V:8:25 
(Owachomo Bridge 
Ruin) 

rockshelter; rectangular structures of stone 
and log masonry; investigated by 
Pierson 1957 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

A.D. 748-991 (NBR-68) 
A.D. 900-1082 (NBR-69) 
A.D. 887-1230 (NBR-67) 
A.D. 948-1115 (NBR-72) to 

CO 

? 

? 

? 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 
2 

Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH V:8:26 

UTAH V:8:27 

UTAH V:8:28 

open, ridge top; circular slab cists 

rockshelter; circular structures of adobe 
and vertical slabs; Fremont style 
pictographs, Historic rock art 

rockshelter; storage structures of vertical 
slabs dug into cave fill and lined 
with adobe 

Basketmaker III 

Basketmaker III, 
Pueblo II-III 

UTAH V:8:29 rockshelter; large cliff dwelling with a 
defensive wall in back, 27 rooms 

Puehlo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

A.D. 825-1149 (NBR-10) 

UTAH V:8:30 

UTAH V:8:31 

UTAH V:8:32 

UTAH V:8:33 

rockshelter; habitation and storage struc
ture of poor coursed masonry; 
pictographs 

rockshelter; a small storage structure of 
drylaid stone masonry 

rockshelter; a rectangular room of stone 
and log masonry 

rockshelter; trash, smoked cave roof and 
a fragment of a fallen wall 

Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 

Pueblo II-III 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

Pueblo II-III 

A.D. 678-1007 (NBR-26) 
A.D. 834-1129 (NBR-28) 
A.D. 1004-1149 (NBR-27) 

M 
M 
ID 

? 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 
2 

Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH V:8:34 rockshelter; pictographs and storage struc
tures of coursed masonry, vertical 
slabs and adobe 

Pueblo II-III 

UTAH V:8:35 open; dune top, large roughly rectangular 
kiva or pithouse depression 

Basketmaker III, 
late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 

UTAH V:8:36 rockshelter; storage structures dug into 
cave fill and lined with adobe 

late Pueblo II, Pueblo III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

UTAH V:8:37 rockshelter; two well preserved masonry 
structures 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 

UTAH V:8:38 rockshelter; two rectangular masonry rooms 
and one roundish adobe and masonry 
slab structure 

late Pueblo II, 
Pueblo III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

UTAH V:8:39 
(Ruin Rock) 

UTAH V:8:40 

UTAH V:8:41 

rockshelter; four masonry rooms, two storage 
structures, and a large petroglyph 
panel 

rockshelter; storage structures partially 
formed by adobe plastering the 
cave walls 

rockshelter; storage structures, both coursed 
masonry and slab and adobe 

late Pueblo II, 
Pueblo III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

late Pueblo II, 
Pueblo III 

Basketmaker III, 
Pueblo II-III 

K) 
O 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 
2 

Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH V:8:42 

UTAH V:8:43 

UTAH:V:8:44 

rockshelter; pictographs and badly eroded 
rectangular masonry structure; Historic 
period rock art 

rockshelter; several chunks of burned wood 
and large mass of shredded juniper bark 

rockshelter; single rectangular masonry room, 
one or two masonry courses remain, 
and two cists 

Pueblo II-III 

Pueblo II-III 

UTAH V:8:45 rockshelter; a 13 room masonry pueblo with 
(Horsecollar Ruin, two kivas and two slab and adobe 
NA3317, Water storage structures; investigated by 
Jar Cave) Steen 1937 (site #8), by Pierson 1957; 

black figures on kiva wall 

Basketmaker III, 
Pueblo II, Pueblo III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

UTAH V:8:46 rockshelter; masonry pueblo with rectangular 
rooms 

Pueblo II-III 

UTAH V:8:47 

UTAH V:8:48 

rockshelter; rectangular structures of 
masonry and jacal with possible kiva; 
petroglyphs 

rockshelter; small rectangular masonry rooms, 
one or two courses remain 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 

Pueblo II-III 

A.D. 8 4 3 - 1 0 4 1 (NBR-16) 

to 
to 
H 

? 

A.D. 7 8 8 - 1 2 0 8 (NBR-38) 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 
2 Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH V:8:49 rockshelter; irregularly shaped rooms with 
some masonry but mostly jacal 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

UTAH V:8:50 rockshelter; circular cists outlined by 
vertical slabs 

Basketmaker III 

UTAH V:8:51 open at base of cliff; large refuse area 
with fine grey ash 10 cm. deep 
and stone artifacts 

Basketmaker II 

UTAH V:8:52 open, canyon bottom; a rectangular slab 
structure with two slab hearths 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

UTAH V:8:53 open; circular and rectangular structure 
outlined by vertical slabs; excavated 
by Hobler (19621 

Basketmaker III 

UTAH V:8:54 open; area of thin refuse and two "cists" 
outlined by vertical slabs 

Basketmaker III 

UTAH V:8:55 open; masonry pueblo with scattered loose 
construction stone 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

UTAH V:8:56 open; sherd and refuse area Basketmaker III 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 2 
Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH V:8:57 open; large sherd and refuse area with 
loose construction stone 

Basketmaker III, 
late Pueblo II and 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UTAH V:8:58 open; sherd area with concentrations of 
loose construction stone and some 
fragments of burned adobe 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 

UTAH V:8:59 open; pueblo with masonry and possible 
jacal surface units, also small 
kiva depression 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

UTAH V:8:60 open; small pueblo with good kiva depression late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UTAH V:8:61 open; small multiroomed unit and slab 
hearth, badly eroded 

Pueblo II-III 

UTAH V:8:62 rockshelter; rectangular masonry rooms, 
one is well preserved 

Pueblo II-III 

UTAH V:8:63 rockshelter; pueblo of rectangular rooms, 
heavy use of adobe mortar, kiva just 
out of the cave; punctate design on 
adobe wall 

Pueblo II-III 
Kayenta Anasazi 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation Tree-Ring Date2 

UTAH V:8:64 open, canyon bottom; sherd and ash area with 
two circular slab structures 

Pueblo II-III 

UTAH V:8:65 open; a small area of refuse, ash and burned 
adobe, slab cist 

Basketmaker II 

UTAH V:8:66 

UTAH V:8:67 

open; a two unit masonry pueblo with rec
tangular rooms 

open, canyon bottom; a circular structure 
of vertical slabs 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

UTAH V:8:68 

UTAH V:8:69 

open, canyon bottom; chipping area 

open, canyon bottom; non-ceramic refuse 
and a single large vertical slab 

? 

? 

? 

UTAH V:8:70 rockshelter; pictographs, two rectangular 
masonry rooms and a small storage 
structure, large petroglyph panel 

Pueblo II-III 

UTAH V:8:71 open; masonry mound late Pueblo II 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UTAH V:8:72 rockshelter; rectangular, contiguous 
masonry rooms 

Pueblo II-III 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH V:8:73 

UTAH V:8:74 

UTAH V:8:75 

rockshelter; cribbed roof kiva with roof 
partially intact 

rockshelter; thin non-ceramic trash and 
loose burned logs, one vertical slab 

rockshelter; fragment of a single masonry 
wall 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

Pueblo II-III 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

A.D. 462-729 (NBR-52) 
A.D. 674-979 (NBR-54) 
A.D. 896-1140 (NBR-53) 

UTAH V:8:76 open; sherd area with scattered loose 
construction stone 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:l 

UTAH W:5:2 

UTAH W:5:3 

open; sherd area with fragments of burned 
adobe 

rockshelter; a single circular unlined "cist" 

rockshelter; a single masonry storage room 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde 

UTAH W:5:4 rockshelter; masonry and slab structures, 
circular and rectangular in shape 

UTAH W:5:5 rockshelter; fragments of rectangular 
masonry storage rooms under a low 
ledge 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde 

to 

? 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH W:5:6 

UTAH W:5:7 

UTAH W:5:8 

UTAH W:5:9 

UTAH W:5:10 

UTAH W:5:ll 

UTAH W:5:12 

UTAH W:5:13 
(Tuwa) 

UTAH W:5:14 

open; on talus against cliff; dense refuse 
and badly eroded room 

open, canyon bottom; large square room of 
good coursed masonry 

open; masonry rooms and possible fortification 
wall 

rockshelter; a single well made masonry 
room with a "T" shaped door; punctate 
design in adobe wall 

rockshelter; masonry storage room 

rockshelter; nearly inaccessable jacal 
storage structure 

rockshelter; fragment of a single masonry 
wall 

rockshelter; contiguous masonry, jacal, 
and slab rooms of irregular shape 
and a rectangular roofed kiva 

rockshelter; rectangular masonry rooms 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde 

Pueblo II-III 

Pueblo II-III 

Pueblo II-III 

Pueblo II-III 

Pueblo II-
Pueblo III 
Mesa Verde 

Pueblo II-III 

A.D. 855-994 (NBR-32) 
A.D. 915p-1132 (NBR-33) 

A.D. 960-1140 (NBR-21) to 
to 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH W:5:15 rockshelter; roughly rectangular rooms 
of masonry and jacal 

Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:16 rockshelter; irregularly shaped rooms of 
stone and log masonry, masonry kiva 

Pueblo ri-III A.D. 801-1091 (NBR-23) 

UTAH W:5:17 rockshelter; irregularly shaped storage 
structures of slabs and adobe 

UTAH W:5:18 rockshelter; masonry and jacal storage rooms Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde 

UTAH W:5:19 open, canyon bottom; circular slab out
lined structure two meters in diameter 

UTAH W:5:20 rockshelter; rectangular non-contiguous 
masonry structures and pictographs 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:21 rockshelter; masonry walls partially 
outlining rectangular rooms 

Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:22 rockshelter; a single rectangular masonry 
room with a well preserved roof 

late Pueblo II-III 

»o 
^1 

? 

? 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation Tree-Ring Date2 

UTAH: W:5:23 rockshelter; a perfectly preserved rectan
gular above ground masonry kiva with 
pilasters, bench, roof entry way, 
vent shaft and T shaped door 

late Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:24 rockshelter; rectangular masonry rooms in 
inaccessible rock shelter 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:25 rockshelter; pueblo with contiguous rectan
gular masonry rooms and cribbed roof 
kiva 

Basketmaker III, Pueblo II, 
Pueblo III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:26 rockshelter; inaccessible—appears to be 
adobe and jacal storage structures 

Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:27 rockshelter; small sherd area late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:28 rockshelter; rectangular masonry structures, 
one with a large roof beam in place 

Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:29 open; large sherd area with loose construc
tion stone 

Basketmaker III, 
Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

CD 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation Tree-Ring Date2 

UTAH W:5:30 open; sherd area Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:31 open; one or more pithouse depressions, 
slab hearth and check dam 

Basketmaker III 

UTAH W:5:32 open; large sherd area with isolated and 
contiguous structures outlined by 
circles of vertical slabs 

Basketmaker III, 
Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:33 open; sherd area with structures outlined 
by vertical slabs ranging from circular 
to triangular in shape 

Basketmaker III 

UTAH W:5:34 open; sherd area with structures outlined by 
vertical slabs ranging from circular 
to rectangular in shape 

Basketmaker III, 
Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:35 open; sherd area, slab "cist" and loose 
construction stone on surface 

Basketmaker III 

UTAH W:5:36 open; sherd area, 3 m. circle of vertical 
slabs and two slab hearths 

Basketmaker III, 
Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:37 open; sherd area Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

M 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 2 Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH W:5:38 open; small sherd area and loose 
construction stone 

Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:39 
(42SA1440) 

open; sherd area and circular slab structure; 
excavated by Schroeder C1965) and deter
mined to be a storage site 

late Basketmaker III, A.D. 443-563 (NBR-76) 
Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:40 open; very extensive sherd area, possibly 
some subsurface structures 

early Basketmaker III 

UTAH W:5:41 open; large sherd area, a roughly 3 m. 
square vertical slab structure 

late Pueblo II and 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:42 open; large sherd area with much loose 
construction stone 

late Basketmaker III, 
Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:43 open; small sherd area with 3 m. square 
structure outlined by vertical slabs 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:44 
(42SA6646, 
NABR-9) 

open; sherd area with concentrations of 
ash and broken rock, depression 
and circular hearth outlined by 
loose rock 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

U) 

o 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 2 
Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH W:5:45 open; large sherd area with loose 
construction stone 

late Basketmaker III, 
Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:46 open; sherd area with loose construction 
stone 

late Basketmaker III 

UTAH W:5:47 open; small sherd area and check dam late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:48 open; sherd area with loose construction 
stone 

Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:49 open; dense sherd area late Basketmaker III 

UTAH W:5:5Q 
(42SA1441) 

open; contiguous masonry rooms, kiva depression 
and 4.5 m. circle of vertical slabs; 
excavated by Schroeder (1965). and deter
mined to be a storage site from 
Basketmaker III times 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

A.D. 485-561 (NBR-78) 
A.D. 432-599 (NBR-79) 
A.D. 530-641 (NBR-80) 
A.D. 537-629 (NBR-81) 
A.D. 461-638 (NBR-82) 
(Schroeder 1965) 

UTAH W:5:51 

UTAH W:5:52 

open; isolated rectangular slab hearth 

open; pithouse outlined by depression 
and four vertical slabs 

early Basketmaker III 

w 
H 
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Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH W:5:53 open; masonry mound and sherd area Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:54 open; sherd area and circular slab 
structures 4m. in diameter 

late Basketmaker III 

UTAH W:5:55 open; sherd area and circular slab 
structures 4 m. in diameter 

late Basketmaker III 

UTAH W:5:56 

UTAH W:5:57 

UTAH W:5:58 

open; row of contiguous masonry rooms 
and possible kiva depression 

open; contiguous masonry rooms 

rockshelter; partially outlined rectangular 
masonry rooms built among large boulders 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:59 

UTAH W:5:60 

open; chipping area 

open; sherd area with scattered loose 
construction stone 

Basketmaker III 

UTAH W:5:61 open; sherd area late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UJ 

K) 
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Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 
2 

Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH W:5:62 

UTAH W:5:63 

UTAH W:5:64 

UTAH W:5:65 

UTAH W:5:66 

UTAH W:5:67 

UTAH W:5:68 

UTAH W:5:69 

UTAH W:5:70 

open; small pueblo, damaged by road 
construction 

open; sherd area 

open; sherd area and lithic debris 

open; contiguous masonry rooms with 
slab hearths 

open; sherd area with circular slab cists 

open; sherd area 

open; sherd area 

open; sherd area and scattered construction 
stone 

open; dense refuse and possible sub-surface 
structures 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

Basketmaker III 

late Pueblo II-III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

Basketmaker III 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

Pueblo II-III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

Basketmaker III 

Basketmaker III, 
Pueblo II-III UJ 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 2 Tree-Rang Date 

UTAH W:5:71 open; a roughly rectangular structure 
partially outlined by sandstone 
blocks 

Basketmaker III 

UTAH W:5:72 

UTAH W:5:73 

UTAH W:5:74 

open, mesa top; dense sherd area with two 
small slab "cists" 

open, mesa top; sherd area, possible struc
tures but site destroyed by Highway 95 

open, mesa top; sherd area with one yertical 
slab 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

Basketmaker III 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:75 open, mesa top; sherd area with very dense 
refuse, three pithouse or kiva depres
sions and surface units roughly 
outlined by small loose stone 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:76 open, mesa top; sherd area with scattered 
loose construction stone 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:77 open, mesa top; sherd area with scattered 
construction stone 

Basketmaker III 
Pueblo II-III u> 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 2 Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH W:5:78 open, mesa top; small sherd area, a fragment 
of a shallow slab lined subsurface 
house is exposed 

Basketmaker III, 
Pueblo II, 
Pueblo III 

UTAH W:5:79 open, mesa top; dense refuse, may have been 
a masonry pueblo but vandalized 
with bulldozer 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:80 open, mesa top; sherd area late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:81 open, mesa top; two small concentrations of 
sherds and loose construction stones 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:82 open, mesa top; low mound with central de
pression 4 m. in diameter, no masonry 
structures in evidence 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:83 open, mesa top; sherd area Basketmaker III, 
late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:84 open, mesa top; badly vandalized site, one 
or more slab lined subsurface houses 
have been destroyed 

Basketmaker III K) 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 2 Tree-Rxng Date 

UTAH W:5:85 open, mesa top; small masonry pueblo mound late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 

UTAH W:5:86 open, mesa top; rectangular structure 
partially outlined by vertical slabs, 
no sherds or refuse 

Basketmaker III 

UTAH W:5:87 open, mesa top; small sherd area with a rec
tangular depression that may be a 
shallow sub-surface house 

Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:88 open, mesa top; moderately dense area of 
sherds and loose stone 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:89 

UTAH W:5:90 

open, mesa top; sherd area and a line of 
small masonry structures 

open, mesa top; sherd area with two rectan
gular structures 1 x 1.5 m. outlined 
by vertical slabs 

Basketmaker III, 
Pueblo II-III 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:91 

UTAH W:5:92 

open, mesa top; sherd area with two irregu
lar depressions that are probably 
subsurface houses 

open, mesa top; sherd area, loose stone but 
no definite structure outlined 

Basketmaker III 

Pueblo II-III, 
Kayenta Anasazi 

Ul 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation Tree-Ring Date^ 

UTAH W:5:93 open, mesa top; a fairly large refuse area, 
two circular depressions and a con
centration of loose stone and vertical 
slabs 

Basketmaker III, 
Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:94 

UTAH W:5:95 

UTAH W:5:96 

UTAH W:5:97 

UTAH W:5:98 

UTAH W:5:99 

open, mesa top; five surface masonry struc
tures both round and rectangular and 
three shallow depressions 

open, mesa top; small sherd area with fairly 
dense refuse 

open, mesa top; sherd area, low mound indi
cates possible jacal structure, a 
structure 2.5 m. in diameter outlined 
by vertical slabs and a shallow 
depression 6 m. in diameter 

open, mesa top; small badly eroded masonry 
pueblo 

rockshelter; masonry storage room 1 x 2 m. 

rockshelter; cliff dwellings, three 
groups of masonry rooms on two 
ledges 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 

Pueblo II-III 

Basketmaker III 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

Pueblo II-III 

Pueblo II-III 

CO 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 2 Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH W:5:100 open, mesa top; three rectangular or semi-
rectangular subsurface houses par
tially outlined by vertical slabs 

Basketmaker III 

UTAH W:5:101 open, mesa top; an area of ash, chips and 
some loose rock. May be a burned 
subsurface house. No sherds 

UTAH W:5:102 open, mesa top; sherd and ash area. Burned 
adobe indicates a structure but out
line is indefinite 

Basketmaker III 

UTAH W:5:103 open, mesa top; sherd area. Some evidence of 
a shallow subsurface structure and a 
possible jacal surface structure 
associated with it 

Basketmaker III 

UTAH W:5:104 open, mesa top; dense sherd area late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

UTAH W:5:105 open, mesa top; sherd area with some loose 
stone 

Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:106 open, mesa top; small pueblo indicated by 
concentration of vertical slabs and 
loose stone. No coursed masonry 

Pueblo II-III, 
Mesa Verde Anasazi to 

U) 
oo 
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Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation Tree-Ring Date^ 

UTAH W:5:107 open, mesa top; sherd area with concentra
tions of small loose stone probably 
indicating structures 

Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:108 

UTAH W:5:109 

open, mesa top; sherd area with two possible 
houses indicated by areas of ash and 
loose construction stone but no 
depressions 

open, mesa top; sherd area with loose stone 
and slight depressions possibly indi
cating two houses 

Basketmaker III 

Basketmaker III 

UTAH W:5:110 open, mesa top; refuse area, good pithouse 
depression with possible surface unit 
associated 

Pueblo II-III 

UTAH W:5:lll open, mesa top; sherd area, possible pithouse 
depression and rectangular structure 
2 x 3 m. outlined by vertical slabs 

Basketmaker III 

UTAH W:5:112 open, mesa top; sherd area and two houses 
partially outlined by vertical slabs— 
one circular 2.5m. and one rectangular 
approximately 3.4 m. 

Basketmaker III 

to 
U) 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 2 Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH W:5:113 
(Unnamed Ruin) 

UTAH W:5:114 
(Tee Pee Ruin) 

UTAH W:5:115 

rockshelter; cliff dwelling with two kivas, 
four masonry rooms and two storage 
cists; investigated by Pierson C1957) 

rockshelter; ruin in an upper and lower cave, 
two stone storage structures of masonry 
and jacal, rectangular masonry habita-
tation rooms and three rectangular kivas, 
one with roof intact; investigated by 
Pierson (1957); pictographs 

rockshelter; refuse, Kayenta Anasazi style 
and one or more jacal rooms of 
indefinite outline 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde 
Anasazi 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde 
Anasazi 

Pueblo II-III 

A.D. 951-1084 (NBR-56) 
A.D. 1027-1148 (NBR-55) 
A.D. 1047-1150 (NBR-57) 

A.D. 1163-1251 (NBR-60) 
A.D. 1056-1167 (NBR-58) 
A.D. 903-1153 (NBR-59) 

UTAH W:5:116 rockshelter; thin refuse and eight cists, 
two outlined by vertical slabs and six 
simply indicated by depressions. All 
are dug into the cave fill and range 
from 1-1.3 m in diameter 

UTAH W:5:117 rockshelter; thin refuse, four mudlined cists 
and two storage structures, one of adobe 
and one of vertical slabs 

Basketmaker III 

K> 

o 
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Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH W:5:118 rockshelter; a large, well preserved cliff 
(Bare Ladder Ruin; 
called the Hunsaki 
Ruin and Bare Ladder 
House by Douglass* 
1908:611; called 
Bear Ladder Ruin 
by Pierson 1957) 

dwelling in two levels connected by a 
40' ladder; seven kivas, two with 
roofs, rectangular and circular rooms 
and mud lined excavated storage cists; 
investigated by Douglass 1908, by Steen 
1937 (site #9), by Pierson 1957; Kayenta 
Anasazi style rock art 

UTAH W:5:119 rockshelter; small storage structure and 
two low masonry walls forming an out
line 3 x 6 m. with fallen boulders 
and cave wall 

UTAH W:5:120 rockshelter; two possible kivas, storage 
(Lightning House structures and masonry habitation 
or Talawipiki) rooms; investigated by Douglass 1908, 

by Pierson 1957; Kayenta Anasazi 
style pictographs 

UTAH W:5:121 open; dense refuse, concentrations of black 
ash and loose stone may indicate four 
or five shallow subsurface houses 

Pueblo II-III 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

Pueblo II-III 
Mesa Verde 
Anasazi; kivas 
have similarities 
to those in Chaco 
Canyon (Pierson 
1957:228; Steen 
1937:331). 

Pueblo II-III, 
Navajo? 

A.D. 769-1140 (NBR-64) 
A.D. 1065-1137 (NBR-66) 
A.D. 898-1042 (NBR-73) 
A.D. 931-1041 CGP-4476)3 

A.D. 662-1076 (GP-4477) 
A.D. 1024-1125 (GP-4478) 
A.D. 733-1143 (GP-4479) 
A.D. 977-1136 (GP-4482) 
A.D. 961-1142 (GP-4481) 
A.D. 984-1147 (GP-4483) 
A.D. 838-1179 (GP-4480) 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 
2 

Tree-Ring Date 

UTAH W:5:122 open; an area of moderately dense non-ceramic 
refuse in sand dune blowout; many chips, 
gray ash, projectile point fragments, 
fragments of grinding stones and fire 
cracked rock 

Basketmaker II 
or earlier 

UTAH W:5:123 rockshelter; an excellent collection of plant 
materials, one structure partially 
outlined 

Pueblo II-III 

42SA66384 

(UTAH:V:8:15, 
NABR-1) 

alcove habitation; two rooms, kiva and jacal 
structure, pictographs 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 

42SA6639 
(NABR-2) 

open; thin scatter of flakes and sherds possibly Pueblo II 
Kayenta Anasazi 

42SA664Q 
(NABR-3) 

open habitation; 6-8 rooms in three blocks, 
lithic concentration, sherds 

possibly Pueblo II 
Kayenta Anasazi 

42SA6641 
(NABR-41 

open habitation; two room blocks, lithic and 
sherd scatter 

Pueblo II-III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

42SA6642 
(NABR-5) 

open habitation; two room blocks with 1-2 
rooms each, burned mound area, sherd 
and lithic debris 

Pueblo II-III 
Kayenta Anasazi, 
Historic period trash 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 
2 

Tree-Ring Date 

42SA6643 
(NABR-6) 

open; transient camp with burned area, burned 
sandstone and flakes 

Basketmaker II 

42SA6644 
(NABR-7) 

open; chipping site with thin scatter of flakes 

42SA6645 
(NABR-8) 

42SA6646 
(NABR-91 
UTAH W:5:44) 

rockshelter; heavy sherd and lithic scatter with Pueblo II-III 
possible buried structure Mesa Verde Anasazi 

open habitation; scattered lithic debris, 
possible structure 

Pueblo II 
Kayenta Anasazi 

42SA6647 
(NABR-10) 

42SA6648 
(NABR-11) 

42SA6649 
(NABR-12) 

42SA6650 
(NABR-13) 

open habitation; heavy sherd and lithic scatter, 
possible structure 

open habitation; scattered debris, possible 
structure, scattered building slabs, 
deep midden 

open habitation; scattered debris, 3-5 rooms 

alcove storage; three slab and adobe rooms, 
vertical slabs at base of standing 
structure 

Pueblo II-III ? 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

Pueblo II 
Kayenta Anasazi 

early Pueblo III 

to 

U) 
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Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 
2 

Tree-Ring Date 

42SA6651 
(NABR-14) 

alcove habitation; four rooms, Mesa Verde 
kiva with cribbed roof 

Pueblo III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

42SA6652 
(NABR-15) 

alcove storage; one masonry structure Pueblo III 

42SA6653 
(NABR-16) 

rockshelter; heavy sherd and lithic scatter, 
possible retaining wall 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 

42SA6654 
(NABR-17) 

alcove habitation; at least 10 rooms, one 
possible kiva, on top of talus slope 

Pueblo III 
Mesa Verde Anasazi 

42SA6655 
(NABR-18) 

open habitation; 4-5 slab-lined cists and 
possible pithouse, heavy sherd and 
lithic scatter 

late Basketmaker III 

42SA6656 
(NABR-19) 

open; single roasting pit, possibly other 
structures 

possibly Basketmaker III 

42SA6657 
(NABR-20) 

open habitation; slab-lined cist with thin 
scatter of grayware 

late Basketmaker III 

42SA6658 
(NABR-21) 

alcove habitation; inaccessible, looks like 
round room with partial roof 

early Pueblo III 

42SA6659 
(NABR-22) 

open habitation; 3 vertical slabs with 
burned area 

Basketmaker II or 
earlier 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 
2 

Tree-Ring Date 

42SA6660 
(NABR-23) 

42SA6661 
(NABR-24) 

42SA6662 
(NABR-25) 

42SA6663 
(NABR-26) 

open habitation; large sherd and lithic 
scatter with possible structure 

transient camp; single vertical slab and 
thin scatter of flakes 

transient camp; small but heavy concentration 
of lithics with burned area 

transient camp; thin scatter of lithics 

Pueblo II-III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

Basketmaker II or 
earlier 

Basketmaker II or 
earlier 

Basketmaker II or 
earlier 

42SA6664 
(NABR-27) 

42SA6665 
(NABR-28) 

42SA6666 
(NABR-29) 

42SA6667 
(NABR-30) 

transient camp; thin scatter of lithics 
overlying fire-blackened area 

transient camp; two slab-lined pits, one 
with burned fill 

transient camp; one vertical slab-lined pit 
with burned fill 

open habitation; 3 slab-lined cists, possible 
pithouse, many activity areas, 
fire-blackened areas 

Basketmaker II or 
earlier 

Basketmaker III or 
earlier 

Basketmaker II or 
earlier 

late Basketmaker III 

42SA6668 
(NABR-31) 

open habitation; two room blocks, slab-lined 
pit, fire stains 

Pueblo II-III 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation Tree-Ring Date2 

42SA6669 
(NABR-32) 

open habitation; three vertical slabs with 
possible structure, fire stains, 
partially destroyed by road fill 

Pueblo II 
Kayenta Anasazi 

42SA6670 
(NABR-33) 

transient camp; large lithic scatter with 
two activity areas 

possibly Basketmaker 
II or earlier 

42SA6671 
(NABR-34) 

alcove storage; three rooms of unshaped 
masonry blocks 

Pueblo III 

42SA6672 
(NABR-35) 

transient camp; thin sherd and lithic scatter Basketmaker III 

42SA6673 
(UTAH V:8:3, 
NABR-36) 

alcove camp; one room of jacal and unshaped 
sandstone blocks, vandalized 

Pueblo III 

42SA6674 
(NABR-37) 

alcove camp; three vertical slabs near large 
overhanging rock 

42SA6675 
(NABR-38) 

transient camp; thin lithic scatter with three 
fire-blackened areas 

possibly Basketmaker 
II or earlier 

42SA6676 
(NABR-39) 

open habitation; two slab-lined hearths possibly early Pueblo 
I, possibly Kayenta 
Anasazi 

en 

? 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 
2 

Tree-Ring Date 

42SA6677 
(NABR-40) 

transient camp; large lithic scatter with 
two fire-blackened areas 

Basketmaker II 
or earlier 

42SA6678 
(NABR-4.1) 

open habitation; one slab-lined cist 
surrounded by burned area and 
thin lithic scatter 

Basketmaker II 
or earlier 

42SA6679 
(NABR-421 

42SA6680 
(NABR-431 

42SA6681 
(NABR-44) 

open habitation; sherd and lithic scatter 
and single vertical slab 

open habitation; two concentrations of sherds 
and lithic debris, vertical slabs 

open habitation; 1-2 rooms of unshaped blocks, 
scattered building stone, heavily 
collected 

Basketmaker III 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
possibly Kayenta 
Anasazi 

42SA6682 
(NABR-45) 

alcove habitation and rock art; pictograph 
panel, eroding wall of shaped sandstone 
blocks, Anasazi style hand prints 

late Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 

42SA6683 
(NABR-46) 

transient camp; large blackened area with 
lithic debris 

Basketmaker II or 
earlier 



Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation Tree-Ring Date 

42SA6684 
(NABR-47) 

rock art; petroglyph panel in alcove, 
charcoal on alcove floor 

possibly Basketmaker 
II or earlier 

42SA6685 
(NABR-48) 

rock art; pictograph/petroglyph panel with 
thin sherd and lithic scatter 

42SA6686 
(NABR-49) 

alcove storage; one room structure, single 
wall encloses alcove 

Pueblo III 

42SA6687 
(NABR-50) 

alcove habitation; inaccessible, looks like 
one drylaid masonry structure 

possibly Pueblo III 

42SA6688 
(NABR-51) 

transient camp; vertical slab hearth and 
scattered debitage 

possibly Basketmaker 
III 

42SA6689 
(NABR-52) 

open habitation; possible buried room block, 
single vertical slab, thin sherd and 
lithic scatter 

early Pueblo II, 
early Pueblo III 
Kayenta Anasazi 

42SA6690 
(NABR-53) 

open habitation; three heavy concentrations 
of sherds and lithic debris 

Pueblo II 
Kayenta Anasazi 

42SA6691 
(NABR-54) 

open hearth; slab-lined hearth, no cultural 
material 

42SA6692 
(NABR-55) 

open habitation; three vertical slabs, cist 
and several activity areas, sherd and 
lithic debris 

late Basketmaker III 
03 

? 
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Archeological sites recorded in Natural Bridges National Monument, cont. 

Site Type/Description 
Probable 

Cultural Affiliation 2 Tree-Ring Date 

42SA6693 rock art; solitary boulder with Anasazi 
(Petroglyphic style petroglyphs on west-facing side 
Rock, NABR-56) 

42SA6758 open campsite; sherd and lithic scatter 

1. Unless otherwise indicated, all data are from the Hoblers' (1962; Hobler and Hobler 1978) reports and 
include sites outside monument boundaries. 

2. Dates given represent inside and outside dates of the tree-ring specimen, not the dates of occupation. 
3. GP (Gila Pueblo) specimens from Troup (1.976) and Bannister, Dean and Robinson (1969). 
4. Sites recorded in Utah state system by Head and Head (19771. 

vo 

? 

? 
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known in southeastern Utah. The mesa top sites, particularly, 

represent the little-studied Basketmaker period. These early-

dating sites are virtually unknown in Canyonlands, Arches or 

Capitol Reef National Parks. 

BASKETMAKER REMAINS 

Early Basketmaker period sites (Basketmaker II) are difficult 

to identify because their characteristic slab and jacal structures 

are quite frequently, at least in the Natural Bridges area, 

incorporated into later-dating Pueblo period sites (Fig. 41 top). 

Most of the Basketmaker II sites clearly identified by Hobler 

(Hobler and Hobler 1978) occur in the open. They are typified by 

surface lithic debris, ash and isolated vertical slabs, which may 

indicate storage pits or cists, and the possible presence of 

sub-surface houses. 

There also appears to be some tendency for Basketmaker II 

sites to cluster in lower Armstrong Canyon between Owachomo and 

Kachina bridges, Hobler (Hobler and Hobler 1978) suggests that 

during this period population density was fairly low and subsistence 

activities involved a great deal of seasonal movement. He indicates 

that remains of this period are not significantly different from 

those found in Lipe's (1967, 1970) White Dog phase for the Red Rock 

Plateau or in the, Kayenta Anasazi region to the south. 

Approximately 25% of the sites studied by Hobler evidenced 

what he classed as Basketmaker Ill/Pueblo I occupation. 

Indentification of these remains is based heavily on a series of 
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distinctive ceramic gray and white wares because there is overlap 

between the surface characteristics of these and of later-dating 

Pueblo period sites. Hobler lumps Basketmaker III with his 

Pueblo I occupation because no sites with clear Pueblo I traits 

were found, although all evidence suggests that the area was 

inhabited during Pueblo I times (Hobler and Hobler 1978). No 

evidence of pure Pueblo I sites exists. 

Remains from this time period also reflect a distinct 

preference for living in the open; nearly all sites are on the 

long, flat east/west ridges that separate White Canyon from its 

tributaries. As in Basketmaker II sites, most Basketmaker III 

sites contain evidence of upright slab and/or jacal structures; 

such as hearths, storage cists and pit-houses. The three sites 

(Utah V:8:53, Utah W:5:39 and Utah W:5:50) excavated by Hobler 

(1962) and Schroeder (1965) are from this time period (Fig. 42). 

PUEBLO REMAINS 

Hobler (Hobler and Hobler 1978) has identified Pueblo 11/ 

Pueblo III components at 136 of the sites investigated; designation 

was largely based on distinctive ceramic materials and masonry 

styles. The components are lumped because, as in the case of the 

Basketmaker Ill/Pueblo I remains, there is no obvious break between 

the two periods and occupation seems to have been continuous even 

though some change through time can be discerned (Hobler and 

Hobler 1978). 
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Sites of this period occur both in the open and in rockshelter 

situations. While many open sites are found along the same ridges 

in Natural Bridges National Monument as the Basketmaker III/ 

Pueblo I remains, they also occur in other environmental situations, 

such as at much higher elevations and in areas now characterized 

by erosion and little agriculture potential. The largest sites, 

however, are in areas where arable land is plentiful. It was 

during this period that the use of agricultural check dams becomes 

apparent. 

About two-thirds of the Pueblo II/Pueblo III open sites 

evidence surface architecture; most common are masonry rooms, 

non-masonry surface rooms, vertical slab-lined structures, slab-

lined hearths and unidentified depressions. Most importantly, 

however, is the fact that the coursed masonry building technique 

considered diagnostic of typical Pueblo II/Pueblo III construction 

is very rare in Natural Bridges open sites. Hobler (Hobler and 

Hobler 1978) indicates that this diagnostic trait, in terms of the 

traditional Pecos Classification criteria (Kidder 1927), is absent 

at 68% of the White Canyon open sites of this age. Masonry 

construction most frequently consists of walls that are only a 

single stone in width. Double walls are rare and rubble-cored 

walls are non-existent. Furthermore, the usual mud mortar and 

spall chinking between courses is rare. However, in rockshelter 

sites of the same age both of these techniques are common. 
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Non-masonry surface rooms are characterized by random, small 

rocks that may be associated with ash or burnt, stick-impressed 

adobe—the remains of jacal architecture and/or roofs. 

Hobler (Hobler and Hobler 1978) cautions that many Pueblo 11/ 

Pueblo III open sites may be completely buried. Many of the open 

sites recorded were discovered because they are located in areas 

where wind and/or water erosion has exposed their uppermost 

features. 

Pueblo II/Pueblo III period rockshelter sites are found where-

ever good shelters occur near the canyon bottoms. Shelters where 

there is deep soil have evidence of the most use. Concentrations 

of rockshelter sites exist at the Kachina Bridge area, near the 

mouth of the south branch of Tuwa Canyon and in Armstrong Canyon 

midway between Kachina and Owachomo bridges (Hobler and Hobler 1978). 

Notably, most of these sites are not large and many of their 

structures are for storage (Fig. 43). In contrast with the open 

sites of the same age, rockshelter architectural styles are 

extremely variable. Hobler (Hobler and Hobler 1978) has divided 

these structures into four categories: (1) storage structures 

(Fig. 44 top), (2) temporary dwellings (Figs. 45 top, 46), 

(3) dwellings—these are larger than the temporary dwellings—and 

(4) kivas (Figs. 44 bottom; 47) . 

Among the more outstanding Pueblo II/Pueblo III sites that have 

been better documented than other remains in the area are Horsecollar 

Ruin (Utah V:8:45), Unnamed Ruin (Utah W:5:113), Teepee Ruin (Utah 

W:5:120) and Bare Ladder Ruin (Utah W:5:118). Most of these sites 
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Figure 43.. Tuwa (Utah W:5:13). top, contiguous masonry and jacal 
storage structures; bottom, close-up of jacal storage structures being 
undermined by erosion. 
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Figure 44, Teepee Ruin (Utah W:5:114). top, upper level with jacal 
and masonry storage structures; bottom, partially roofed subterranean 
kiva in lower level. 
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Figure 45. Horsecollar Ruin (Utah V:8:45). top, well-preserved 
habitation and storage rooms with evidence of once standing walls in 
front; bottom, storage structures with horsecollar doorways. 
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Figure 46, Horsecollar Ruin (Utah V:8:45). Views of structures 
along ledge and details of construction. 
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Figure 47. Bare Ladder Ruin (Utah W:5:118). top, view of lower ruin 
across kiva #1 (Douglass 1908:624); bottom, details of kiva #1 
construction. 
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are Mesa Verde Anasazi in affiliation, although there are some 

Kayenta Anasazi materials represented (Table 5). 

OTHER REMAINS 

Only one site recorded in the monument by Hobler (Hobler and 

Hobler 1978), Utah W:5:122, clearly predates the Basketmaker and 

Pueblo periods. This site, located in a sand dune blow-out area, 

yielded a large lanceolate-shaped dart point similar to those 

characteristic of earlier times. However, the Heads (Head and 

Head 1977) categorize eleven sites as Basketmaker II or earlier 

(Table 5), although classification appears to be on purely subjective 

bases. 

By the end of Pueblo III times, A.D, 1300, the Natural Bridges 

area was virtually uninhabited, although there is meagre evidence 

of minor, subsequent visitation (Hobler and Hobler 1978). Douglass 

(1908) indicates that the bridges were known "to the later Paiute 

Indians who passed them in former days when enroute to their 

hunting grounds in the Elk Mountains." Hobler (Hobler and Hobler 

1978) suggests these groups were moving north from Paiute Farms, 

Paiute Mesa and from the area just north of Navajo Mountain. Both 

Farmer (1952) and Schroeder (1964a, 1964b) indicate that evidence 

of Navajo use of the monument exists. Navajo occupation east and 

south of Natural Bridges National Monument is well documented 

(Farmer 1952; Fike and Lindsay 1976; Schroeder 1964b). 
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ROCK ART 

In addition to the White Canyon rock art mentioned above, 

fifteen rock art sites were recorded in the Natural Bridges 

National Monument area by the Hoblers (Schaafsma 1978). All but 

one are of Anasazi style. Five other sites have painting and 

decorations on remaining adobe plaster, such as that on kiva walls. 

The pictographs and petroglyphs occur almost entirely at or 

near rockshelters, which is consistent with Mesa Verde Anasazi and 

Kayenta Anasazi rock art sites (Hayes 1964; Schaafsma 1966; 

Turner 1963). All of the Anasazi art falls into the Pueblo 11/ 

Pueblo III period with the possible exception of some anthropomorphs 

at Utah V:8:24. These may be slightly earlier (Schaafsma 1978). 

One site under Kachina Bridge, Utah V:8:27, contains 

unmistakable Southern San Rafael Fremont style anthropomorphs 

(Schaafsma 1978), which are associated with Anasazi ceramic 

materials and Anasazi architectural traits. While unique in the 

upper White Canyon area, this seemingly conflicting association is 

quite common in Canyonlands National Park and vicinity (Sharrock 

1966) . 

Most other rock art designs are characteristic of Mesa Verde 

and Kayenta art: painted handprints, painted anthropomorphs with 

feathered headgear, zigzags and geometric designs. There are 

several Historic period designs that are probably Ute, Navajo or 

Anglo in origin. 
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DENDROCHRONOLOGY 

Although fifty tree-ring specimens from the Natural Bridges 

area have yielded dates (Hobler and Hobler 1978; Troup 1976), it 

is important to understand that they do not necessarily date the 

precise time of occupation at each site. In fact, the Natural 

Bridges specimens yielded a wide scatter of dates. A number of 

variables must be considered when interpreting tree-ring dates that 

drastically influence their reliability in determining the specific 

time of occupation of a site: From where in the site did the specimen 

come? Was the specimen reused from elsewhere? Does the outermost 

ring really represent the "cutting" date of the specimen? Was the 

specimen a later intrusion into the site? Was a long-dead tree used 

for construction? How badly deteriorated is the specimen, etc.? 

Furthermore, dating a site from a single tree-ring specimen is 

less-than-desirable; clusters of dates, such as from Bare Ladder 

Ruin and Utah W:5:50, are far more valuable for both dating and 

interpreting occupational and environmental occurrences. 

The Natural Bridges tree-ring information does provide a good 

indication of the general time of occupation of the area (Table 6) , 

although at some sites it is at variance with the ceramic data. 

Because the tree-ring dates from Natural Bridges are limited and 

most sites have not been excavated, actual study and understanding 

of this apparent inconsistency is impossible. However, because of 

their good preservation, sites in the Natural Bridges area have 

the potential for resolving this conflict. Further study and 
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Table 6. Chronological placement of archeological sites in Natural Bridges 
National Monument based on tree-ring dating (Troup 1976). 

A.D. 500 - 600 - 700 - 800 - 900 - 1000-1100-1200-1300-1400-1500-1600 

Utah V:8:24 

Utah W:5:114 
(Teepee Ruin) 

Utah V:8:25 
(Owachomo Bridge) 

Utah V:8:4 
(Lestaki) 

Utah V:8:45 
(Horse Collar) 

Utah W:5:118 
(Bare Ladder) 

Utah V:8:32 

Utah W:5:113 

Utah V:8:29 

Utah W:5:14 

Utah V:8:74 

Utah W:5:13 

Utah W:5:16 

Utah V:8:17 

Utah V:8:47 

Utah V:8:9 

Utah W:5:50 

Utah W:5:39 

+ 

Horizontal lines indicate range of outside dates. 
+ Single crosses indicate single outside dates. 
++ Double crosses indicate substantial clusters of dates in 

relation to total range and number of dates. 
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dating of the Basketmaker period remains, particularly, would provide 

valuable archeological information. 

These tree-ring specimens from Natural Bridges have also 

yielded significant environmental information (Dean and Robinson 

1977) . 

Discussion and Recommendations 

Fortunately, while vandalism and irresponsible artifact 

collection has certainly occurred in the monument, most of the 

sites are well-preserved and can still yield much information. 

Many of the archeological materials collected during study of area 

are available. Unfortunately, those acquired by early amateur 

collectors and Douglass1 1908 expedition are probably irrecoverable. 

However, remains recovered by Steen (1937:329) are at the Museum of 

Northern Arizona and available for study, Schroeder's (1965) 

materials are also available, and Hobler (Hobler and Hobler 1978) 

has just completed reporting his extensive work in the White Canyon 

drainage. Materials collected during his 1961-1962 study are at the 

Arizona State Museum, University of Arizona (Table 7). His site 

cards and photographic materials are on file with the National Park 

Service, The limited remains collected by park personnel and 

visitors alike are housed at the monument. Furthermore, comparisons 

of site photographs taken over the years and written site descrip

tions can add valuable information. These data could be combined 

into a thorough, research-oriented synthesis of the archeological 

evidence in Natural Bridges National Monument that would provide 
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Table 7. Natural Bridges sites with archeological collections at 
the Arizona State Museums-

Site Material in Collections 

Utah V:8:l 

Utah V:8:2 

Utah V:8:3 

Utah V:8:4 

Utah V:8:5 

Utah V:8:6 

Utah V:8:7 

Utah V:8:8 

Utah V:8:9 

Utah V:8:10 

Utah V:8:ll 

Utah V:8:12 

Utah V:8:14 

Utah V:8:23 

Utah V:8:24 

Utah V:8:25 

Utah V:8:26 

Utah V:8:27 

Utah V:8:29 

Utah V:8:30 

Utah V:8:33 

ceramics, a few lithics 

ceramics 

ceramics, corn cobs, cordage, human skull 
fragment 

ceramics, human finger or toe bone 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics, a few lithics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics, a few lithics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

one tiny sherd 

three sherds 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 
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Natural Bridges sites with archeological collections at the 
Arizona State Museum, cont-

Site Material in Collections 

Utah V:8:35 ceramics 

Utah V:8:38 ceramics 

Utah V:8:39 ceramics 

Utah V:8:41 ceramics 

Utah V:8:42 ceramics 

2 

Utah V:8:45 ceramics 

Utah V:8:47 ceramics 

Utah V:8:50 ceramics 

Utah V:8:52 ceramics 

Utah V:8:53 ceramics 

Utah V:8:54 ceramics 

Utah V:8:55 ceramics 

Utah V:8:56 one sherd 

Utah V:8:57 ceramics 

Utah V:8:58 ceramics 

Utah V:8:59 ceramics 

Utah V:8:60 ceramics 

Utah V:8:61 ceramics 

Utah V:8:63 ceramics 

Utah V:8:64 ceramics 

Utah V:8:66 ceramics 

Utah V:8:71 ceramics 
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Natural Bridges sites with archeological collections at the 
Arizona State Museum, cont. 

Site Material in Collections 

Utah V:8:74 

Utah V:8:75 

Utah V:8:76 

Utah W:5:l 

Utah W:5:3 

Utah W:5:4 

Utah W:5:5 

Utah W:5:6 

Utah W:5:7 

Utah W:5:9 

Utah W:5:1Q 

Utah W:5:12 

Utah W:5:13 

Utah W:5:14 

Utah W:5:15 

Utah W:5:16 

Utah W:5:18 

Utah W:5:20 

Utah W:5:21 

Utah W:5:23 

Utah W:5:24 

Utah W:5:25 

one sherd 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics (special collection from the kiva) 

two sherds 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 
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Natural Bridges sites with archeological collections at the 
Arizona State Museum, cont. 

Site Material in Collections 

Utah W:5:27 

Utah W:5:28 

Utah W:5:29 

Utah W:5:30 

Utah W:5:31 

Utah W:5:32 

Utah W:5:33 

Utah W:5:34 

Utah W:5:35 

Utah W:5;36 

Utah W:5:37 

Utah W:5:38 

Utah W:5:39 

Utah W:5:40 

Utah W:5:41 

Utah W:5:42 

Utah W:5:43 

Utah W:5:44 

Utah W:5:45 

Utah W:5:46 

Utah W:5:47 

Utah W:5:48 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 
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Natural Bridges sites with archeological collections at the 
Arizona State Museum, cont. 

Site Material in Collections 

Utah W:5:49 

Utah W:5:50 

Utah W:5:52 

Utah W:5:53 

Utah W:5:54 

Utah W:5:55 

Utah W:5:56 

Utah W:5:57 

Utah W:5:58 

Utah W:5:60 

Utah W:5:61 

Utah W:5:62 

Utah W:5;63 

Utah W:5:64 

Utah W:5;65 

Utah W:5:66 

Utah W:5:67 

Utah W:5:68 

Utah W:5:69 

Utah W:5:70 

Utah W:5:71 

Utah W:5:72 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics (including one mat-impressed sherd) 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 
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Natural Bridges sites with archeological collections at the 
Arizona State Museum, cont. 

Site Material in Collections 

Utah W:5:73 

Utah W:5:74 

Utah W:5:75 

Utah W:5:76 

Utah W:5:77 

Utah W:5:78 

Utah W:5:79 

ytah W:5:80 

Utah W:5:81 

Utah W:5;82 

Utah W:5;83 

Utah W:5:84 

Utah W:5:85 

Utah W:5:87 

Utah W:5:88 

Utah W;5;89 

Utah W:5:90 

Utah W:5:91 

Utah W:5:92 

Utah W:5:93 

Utah W:5:94 

Utah W:5:95 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 

ceramics 
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Natural Bridges sites with archeological collections at the 
Arizona State Museum, cont. 

Site Material in Collections 

Utah W: 5 :96 ceramics 

Utah W:5:97 ceramics 

Utah W:5:98 ceramics 

Utah W:5:99 ceramics 

Utah W:5:100 ceramics 

Utah W:5:102 ceramics 

Utah W:5:103 ceramics 

Utah W:5:104 ceramics 

Utah W:5:105 ceramics 

Utah W:5:106 ceramics 

Utah W:5:107 ceramics 

Utah W:5:108 ceramics 

Utah W:5:109 ceramics 

Utah W:5:110 ceramics 

Utah W:5:lll ceramics 

Utah W:5:112 ceramics 

Utah W:5:113 ceramics 

Utah W:5:114 ceramics 

Utah W:5:115 ceramics 

UtahW:5:116 ceramics 

Utah W:5;117 ceramics 

Utah W:5;118 ceramics 
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Natural Bridges sites with archeological collections at the 
Arizona State Museum, cont. 

Site Material in Collections 

Utah W:5:120 ceramics 

Utah W:5:121 ceramics 

materials from Hobler's 1962 survey 
2 materials also at Museum of Northern Arizona from Steen's 
1937 work 
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sorely needed information to the archeological community. Study 

of the alluvial sequence in White Canyon and its relationship to 

the archeological remains and comparison of these and other arche

ological information with the data that are available from nearby 

areas (Agenbroad 1975; Lipe 1967, 1970; Lipe and Matson 1975) would 

add much to our understanding of the archeology of Natural Bridges 

and enable development of a highly innovative archeological 

interpretive program. 

However, for management purposes, it is far more essential to 

complete a systematic archeological inventory of the area, as 

required by Executive Order 11593, and evaluate the region in terms 

of the National Register Criteria of Significance (36 CFR 800). 

Unfortunately, while many many sites are recorded from the monument, 

there is no way of evaluating the thoroughness or quality of its 

survey coverage. As indicated above, with the exception of Hobler's 

and the Heads' study, most investigators appear to have visited the 

same sites. Furthermore, a recent field inspection indicates that 

many recorded site locations are in error. 

NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES 

No archeological sites in Natural Bridges National Monument 

have been nominated to the National Register of Historic Places. 

However, detailed evaluation of the area has not been carried out 

with this goal in mind. The excellent state of preservation of 

many sites, including the nearly intact kivas with remains of 

kiva art; the concentration of good quality Basketmaker period 
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remains; the somewhat unusual mixture of Mesa Verde Anasazi and 

Kayenta Anasazi traits (Hobler and Hobler 1978) and the high number 

of tree-ring dates and environmental data are all factors that, if 

adequately evaluated, could lead to designation of the area as a 

district nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. 

Much archeological information remains to be gleaned from the 

monument. 

CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Development of a formal Cultural Resource Management Plan is 

certainly appropriate for Natural Bridges National Monument. This 

must be a long-range plan to guide archeological site evaluation 

for preservation needs, protection and maintenance of the many 

aboriginal remains. It should include specific action plans, such 

as closing a certain site to visitation, as well as more generalized 

programs, such as long range site evaluation. Specific items for 

consideration have been suggested by various investigators familiar 

with the monument (Head and Head 1977; Hobler and Hobler 1978), 

The following recommended goals of a Cultural Resources Management 

Plan would help provide sound management information while at the 

same time protecting the area's archeological resources: 

1. It should be verified and documented that all developed 

areas, potential development areas, campgrounds, wayside stops 

and roadside corridors, etc. throughout the monument have been 

systematically surveyed. Areas of high impact must receive 

priority coverage. 
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2. Systematic survey of the entire park, in terms of 

Executive Order 11593, should be carried out. While this is 

not a high priority need, because so much of the area has 

been covered, it certainly is essential. Well documented 

coverage would obviate the need for most pre-construction 

survey projects and insure park management that the area's 

cultural remains are being properly cared for. 

Furthermore, all recorded site locations should be 

verified by using the newly available aerial photographs of 

the monument. Available U.S. Geological Survey topographic 

maps are not adequate for accurate site location. 

It should be park policy to complete some type of arche

ological site record form for every new site located by 

visitors as well as park personnel. These data should be 

transmitted to the Midwest Archeological Center, Rocky Mountain 

Regional Office and Denver Service Center Division of Quality 

Control and Compliance for addition to their records on the 

archeology of Natural Bridges, This is essential, because 

archeological data are continually used by planners, reviewers, 

interpreters and policy setters in their dealings with park 

programs. 

3. A program should be developed to educate park visitors 

against inadvertent as well as premeditated site vandalism. 

The damage done, even at the smallest chipping site, by simply 

picking up a few flakes or pottery sherds, should be explained. 
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This can be accomplished at evening campfire programs, 

during school visits, by Visitor Center displays and by 

discussion with visitors. 

4. A long-range program of structure stabilization and rock 

art preservation should be developed. This is a multi-

faceted project requiring funds and specially trained personnel. 

Each site must be evaluated by trained personnel for its 

stabilization needs, and appropriate cost estimates generated 

for programming requirements. The rock art should be photo

graphically recorded and illustrated in scale drawings before 

it is lost forever. 

5. All sites should be evaluated in terms of the National 

Register Criteria of Significance (36 CFR 800). 

6. Development of an interpretation program to acquaint the 

visitor with the area's prehistory should be considered. Such 

a plan might be fully implemented only after select sites are 

stabilized and developed as interpretive ruins. 

7. Visitor safety while looking at unstabilized archeological 

sites should be considered. 

These goals can only be met if area personnel recognize their 

need and if they are supported by the Region, Denver Service Center 

and the Midwest Archeological Center. It should be recognized by 

park planners that areas suitable for development by today's 

standards were more than likely desirable for occupation by 

aboriginal standards. All projects should be evaluated with this 

possibility in mind. 



SUMMARY DISCUSSION 

All of the National Park Service areas discussed, while noted 

primarily for their natural features, contain numerous and highly 

significant archeological resources—resources that in some cases 

meet the National Register Criteria of Significance (36 CFR 8001• 

Moreover, throughout the years these parks have played a significant 

role in the development of southwestern archeological thinking. 

Many current concerns of professional southwestern researchers focus 

on the archeological remains in southeastern Utah. 

Information in this document indicates that much data concerning 

the archeology of Canyonlands, Capitol Reef, Arches and Natural 

Bridges are available. These parks have yielded sufficient infor

mation to enable development of fairly detailed Cultural Resource 

Management Plans—these plans should stress cultural resource 

conservation and utilization, not exploitation. 

Well-thought-out Cultural Resource Management Plans for these 

areas should address: CI) site stabilization (there are myriad 

aspects and techniques that can be considered); (2) synthesis, 

clarification and conservation of available archival data; (3) 

continued research geared to provide planners and interpreters 

with information useful for their purposes as well as advancing 

professional, archeological understanding; (4) conservation, curation 

and appropriate storage of relevant artifactual materials and (5) 

consideration of National Park Service use of the areas' non

renewable archeological remains without unnecessary loss. 
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It must be emphasized that none of these areas are completely 

known; active archeological inquiry must continue. Efforts to meet 

requirements of Executive Order 11593 should be continued. Further

more, each park contains distinctive archeological resources that 

could be much more effectively used in interpreting this facet of 

the region's story. The quality and quantity of the archeological 

data are such that both professional archeological concerns and 

National Park Service management and interpretive needs can be 

easily met through sufficiently advanced and well-thought-out 

planning. 

There is not need for these areas' non-renewable cultural 

remains to be destroyed if park and central office personnel are 

alerted to their presence and their management requirements. Cul

tural resource legislation that affects management of these four 

parks are: CI) the 1906 Antiquities Act; C2) the National Historic 

Preservation Act of 1966, only for those areas meeting the National 

Register Criteria of Significance C36 CFR 800); C3) the National 

Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and C4) Executive Order 11593 (refer 

to Appendix A for more detailed information). Other cultural 

resource legislation, such as the 1935 Historic Sites Act and the 

I960 Reservoir Salvage Act and its 1974 amendment, are simply not 

applicable, at this time, to Canyonlands, Arches and Capitol Reef 

National Parks or Natural Bridges National Monument. 

Until the numerous inconsistencies in the existing archeological 

data are resolved through detailed field work and the accuracy of 
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the archeological base maps is ascertained, all new developments 

or improvements in these parks should be preceded by detailed 

archeological field examination. This evaluation is as important 

in areas where sites are known to exist as it is in areas where 

no sites are recorded. Locations suitable for development by 

today's standards were, in all probability, suitable for occupation 

by prehistoric standards, too. Cooperation and effective communi

cation among National Park Service archeologists, planners and field 

personnel are the most critical factors to effective management of 

these areas' cultural remains. 



APPENDIX 



APPENDIX A1 

CULTURAL RESOURCE LEGISLATION AFFECTING 
NATIONAL PARK SERVIC MANAGEMENT 

The Antiquities Act of 1906 

(Public Law 59-209, STAT. 225; 16 U.S.C. 431-433): This act 
sets forth the basic principle that the federal government, acting 
for all the nation's people, should work toward the protection, 
preservation and public availability of the nation *s historic and 
prehistoric archeological resources. With accompanying guidelines, 
the act provides for federal control of all archeological resources 
on federally-owned or controlled land and establishes a permit 
system for investigating them. An agency, after adequate review, 
may carry out work on its own lands without an Antiquities Act 
Permit; however, no other agency, institution or individual may do 
so without the requisite approval. Permits are issued, after 
comprehensive review, by the Departmental Consulting Archeologist, 
Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation, Heritage Conser
vation and Recreation Service. 

The Historic Sites Act of 1935 

CPublic Law 74-292, 49 STAT. 666; 16 U.S.C. 461-467): This act 
declares that it is national policy to preserve historic (including 
prehistoric) sites, buildings and objects of national significance. 
The National Park Service is directed to "make necessary investigations 
and researches in the United States relating to particular sites...or 
objects to obtain true and accurate historical and archeological 
facts and information concerning the same." 

The Reservoir Salvage Act of 1960 

CPublic Law 86-523, 74 STAT. 220; 16 U.S.C. 469-469c): This 
act requires that before any agency of the United States undertakes 
the construction of a dam or issues a license for construction of a 
dam (greater than 500 acre feet or 40 surface acres of capacity) it 
shall provide written notice to the Secretary of the Interior. (The 
provisions of the act apply regardless of the size of the reservoir 
if the constructing agency finds or is presented with evidence that 
archeological resources are affected.) The Secretary of the Interior 
shall cause a survey to be made and, if deemed necessary, shall cause 
the necessary research to be conducted as expeditiously as possible. 

1 Based on information prepared by the Compliance staff of the Division 
of Quality Control and Compliance, Denver Service Center, 1977. 
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The Historic Preservation Act of 1966 

(Public Law 89-665, 80 STAT. 915; 16 U.S.C. 470}: This act sets 
forth the basic concern of the nation for the preservation of its 
heritage. It provides for a National Register of districts, sites, 
buildings, structures and objects significant in American history, 
architecture, archeology and culture and makes provision for matching 
funds to the states to help acquire and/or preserve these resources. 
It also provides matching funds to the states to conduct cultural 
resource evaluation surveys for nomination of eligible properties to 
the National Register of Historic Places. 

Under this law, if a site is on or eligible for the National 
Register, this fact must be taken into consideration when any project 
utilizing federal funds or under a federal permit might affect it. 
The sheer number of archeological sites and the fact that no survey 
can locate all significant sites Cbecause of thick ground cover or 
because sites are huried} means that the National Register must not 
be viewed as the sole source for information about the presence of 
potentially significant sites that must be taken into consideration 
before land alternation or for the purpose of preparing an adequate 
environmental impact statement. 

Section i06 of this act requires that the President's Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation be afforded an opportunity to comment 
on any undertaking which affects properties listed on the National 
Register. 

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 

CPublic Law 91-190, 31 STAT. 852; 42 U.S.C. 4321-4347}: This 
act declares that it is the policy of the federal government to use 
all practical means, consistent with other essential considerations 
of national policy, to Camong other things} improve and coordinate 
federal plans, function, programs and resources to the end that the 
nation may preserve important historic, cultural and natural aspects 
of its heritage. It directs that, to the fullest extent possible, 
the policies, regulations and public laws of the United States shall 
be interpreted and administered in accordance with the Act and that 
all agencies shall utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary approach 
that will insure the integrated use of the natural and social sciences 
and the environmental design arts in planning and decisionmaking that 
may have an impact on man's environment. It further requires that 
for all federally-sponsored or licensed projects that significantly 
affect the environment, the responsible official submit an environ
mental impact statement that assesses the impact of the proposed 
action and any unavoidable adverse environmental effects (which con
sistently has been interpreted to include those on archaeological and 
historical resources} and sets forth the alternatives to the project, 
the long and short term results and any irreversible and irretrievable 
commitment of resources. 
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The act also established the Council on Environmental Quality, 
in the Executive Branch, to advise and assist the President in 
carrying out the provisions of the Act in reviewing all environmental 
impact statements. 

Executiye Order 11593 

In this Executive Order it is decreed that "The Federal Govern
ment shall provide leadership in preserving, restoring and maintaining 
the historic and cultural environment of the nation. Agencies...shall 
CD administer the cultural properties under their control in a spirit 
of stewardship and trusteeship for future generations, (2) initiate 
measures necessary to direct their policies, plans and programs in 
such a way that federally-owned sites, structures and objects of 
historical, architectural or archeological significance are preserved, 
restored and maintained for the inspiration and benefit of the people 
and (3) in consultation with the Advisory Council on Historic Preser
vation (16 U.S.C. 47Q1) institute procedures to assure that federal 
plans and programs contribute to the preservation and enhancement of 
non-federally-owned sites, structures and objects of historical, 
architectural or archeological significance." 

The Executive Order further spells out that federal agencies are 
to inventory archaeological and historical resources on lands under 
their control or affected by their programs and nominate to the 
National Register all resources that meet the criteria. (This is 
what is meant by an "Executive Order" survey.) Federal agencies are 
also to exercise due caution with respect to cultural resources, give 
them appropriate and adequate consideration during planning and do 
whatever is possible with regard to protecting and, when necessary, 
recovering those resources. 

The Secretary of the Interior is to provide technical and advisory 
assistance to other agencies in their accomplishment of these goals and 
is to review agency procecures. 

Archaeological Conservation Act of 1974 
(Amendment of 1960 Reservoir Salvage Act) 

(Public Law 93-291, 88 STAT. 1741: This act specifically provides 
for the preservation of historical and archaeological data (including 
relics and specimens1 that might otherwise be irreparably lost or 
destroyed as a result of any alternation of the terrain resulting 
from any federal construction project or federally licensed activity 
or program. Under this act, project funds are to be made available 
to cover the cost of survey, recovery, analysis and publication. For 
projects involving more than $50,000, no more than one percent of the 
total figure will be provided for archaeology. For projects involving 
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less than $50,000 there is no established limit. Proposed procedures 
for implementation of this act have been published in the Federal 
Register as 36 CFR 66. 

The Tax Reform Act of 1976 

This act provides fiscal incentives, in the form of tax breaks, 
for private owners of National Register properties as a means of 
encouraging them to preserve these properties. 

36 CFR 60 

Title 36, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 60, "National Register 
of Historic Places: Nominations by States and Federal Agencies." 
Herein are stated the procedures to be followed by the states and all 
federal agencies in nominating properties to the National Register of 
Historic Places. Included is information on responsibilities of 
federal agencies, the nomination circuit, a discussion of the T966 
Historic Preservation Act and Executive Order 11593 and a list of 
state historic preservation officers. 

36 CFR 66 

Title 36, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 66, "Recovery of Sci
entific, Prehistoric, Historic and Archaeological Data: Methods, 
Standards and Reporting Requirements: Proposed Guidelines." Although 
still in the proposal stage, these guidelines can help the planner 
understand what is meant by a survey, what constitues an acceptable 
archaeological report and what sort of credentials are necessary for 
a person to be qualified as an archaeologist, historian or architect 
for purposes of compliance with federal historic preservation legis
lation. The final verison of these guidelines should be available 
sometime in calendar year 1978. 

36 CFR 8QQ 

Title 36, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 8QQ—"Procedures for 
the Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties 1974." Herein are 
the step-by-step procedures that must be followed by all federal 
agencies to ensure that their undertaking are in compliance with the 
1966 Historic Preservation Act and Executive Order 11593. It includes 
the criteria for determining effect and adverse effect C36 CFR 8Q0.8 
and 80Q.9), the agency procedures C36 CFR 8QQ.4) and the criteria for 
inclusion of cultural resources on the National Register of Historic 
Places C36 CFR 80Q.10). 
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